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The numerous harassing-or obscene complaints have all been in three
typical groups - either males calling females, males calling males or
females calling females, Nichols a d . w O ~ group
Y
excluded, for some
unknown reason, was females calling males.
"I just want to stress to the students that we're going to get tough with
this problem of harassing communication. Other complaints are under
investigation with arrests forthcoming," Nichols said.

ROTC awaits testing
By VICKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor
The controversy of the AIDS issue
has taken its toll in the lives of
Hollywood actors and actresses and
now military persons serving their
country. To say the least, Ft. McClellan and the ROTC Dept. on
campus have not been excluded
from the impact of this disease that
destroys major parts if not all of the
human h u d t y system.
As reported in the Oct. 21 and 28
issues of the Army Thnes, Defense
Secretary Casper Weinberger approved a proposal of testing
everyone on active duty and those

entering for the presence of the
AIDS antibody to Human Tcell
Lymphotrophic Virus, Type 111, the
virus widely accepted as causing
Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome.
The first testing, the articles said,
would begin within the next eight
months with service people who
have permanent tranfers for
overseas. These would be the first
priority group, officials said.
The second priority group would
include those already serving
overseas in areas considered "a
(Se? ROTC, Page 2)
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Caldwell's pew book worth '200
B~ PAT THWEATT
chanticleer Staff Writter
while sipping on a coke, Df. Ronald Caldwell,
professor of
the mystery ofhis new book
The Era Of The French Revolution; A Bibliography Of
The History Of Western Civlizatioq
17891799 which is
just off the presses.

The book was published by Garland Publishers, lnc.,
N.Y. "The book sold 87 copies before it went to press,"
said Caldwell. It is a large two volume encyclopedia size
book and is selling quite well despite the fact that it costs
$200.00."
When asked whom he expected to buy the book
Caldwell said, i'mostly libraries because most scholars
could not afford it." Also he expects some purch'ases
from academic societies.

publisher is going to send the flyer to about 3000 major
libraries around the world."
This book is a unique work. "There is nothing like it:'
said Caldwell."fiere has never been a work like it in
history. No one has ever tried to put together a guide to
the literature on the French Revolution,,,
you probably wonder why since the event ended in
1799.

"perhaps t h z is because more has been written on the
French Revolution than any other event in history9,'
Caldwell said. "'It is the most studied event in all
history."
One might wonder why someone would undertake such
an enormous task a s compiling such a book and how
much time such an undertaking would involve, "I set
out in 1978 to compile a short bibliography. I wanted to
~uttoeetherone for mv stu&nts:'Caldwell ~aid.'~Once
I
^got inio it and started collecting books and articlq, I
"In France there are many local historical societies thou&t I. might put, together a comprehensive
which I think will be interested," said Caldwell.
bibliography."
You may wonder how such societies and ,libraries
would find out,about,the book.
"I set outto find everything ever written on the French
"I have made up a One pege
advertSsement Revolution and I think 1 have found everything of imdescribing the book EngUsh ia minted on one side and
French i n the opposite si&,"said Caldwell. "The
(See CALDWELL, Page 4)
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(Announcements

I
I

Registration for the 5th Annual WA sponsored boxing tournament is
now underway. You may register through November 22,4:30 p.m. The
forms may be obtained in the SGA office. There will be a $2.00 fee for
regIstering. Prizes Will be awarded to the winner of each weight class.
So, be sure to get in on all the BUN.

____

1 New club

1 Engineers Club adds to majord
By VICKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor;
"We looked into it last year but it
never materialized, We found as
many interested (people as we
could), picked a date and tried to
work with who we had. It,s the first
time I,ve heard of such a club here
on campus,"
Roger
president of the newly-formed
Engineer's Club, said.

-_--------------------

Thestudents of Sparkman Dorm will have a rummage sale Saturday,
Nov. 9, at 8:00 a.m. in the Stephenson Gym parking lot.

\

II

The Senior Community Health Nursing class is sponsoring an AIDS
Update on Nov. 13 at 2:00 p.m. in the College of Nursing Auditorium.
Speaker will be Wallace E. Birch, State Epideniologist. Topics to be
discussed include handouts on the latest facts about AIDS, statistics in
Alabama, health concerns and risks, and physical and mental needs of
AIDS patients. Everyone is invited to attend and the seminar is free of
charge.

"1 do want to stress

that you don't have to

,-------------------------------

be an engineering

Have a question about VD? Birth control? Problems with your
parents? Let whelp you find the right person to talk to. Call INFO
LINE at 237-4636. INFO LINE is a program of the Volunteer and Information Center, a United Way Agency.

major or minor."
Fred Morales, the club's sponsor,
said his job as sponsor will involve
6fprovidingthe guidance the studenh
oriented club needs in setting their
go&.
Morales said his ewerience with
other engineering clubs began at
Louisiana Tech as advisor to the
American SqFiety of Civil Engineers
(student-chapter) and the Engineers
AssociationCllub.

The Anniston Rhinegold Club Inc. will hold its annual cake sale,
Saturday, Nov. 16 in front of the Ft. McClelland base exchange 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m ...
A variety of cakes such as: Schokoladen Kuchen (chocolate cake),
Haselnusrr Kuchen ( hazelnut cake), Kaese Kuchen (cheese cake), and
many more baked delights will be available.
Portions for small, medium, and large appetites

.

.

I

Notice to anyone interested in science or engineering: if you want b
be in an exciting club with lots of activities and programs that will be
helpful in furthering your educational and post-graduation goals, then
you want to be in the Engineer's Club. O w next meeting will be
Thursday, November 7 at 4:00 in room 340, Martin Hall. For further
information, contact Professor Fred Morales of the Engineering
Department .

Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia announced two weeks ago in the CHANTICLEER the new brothers and little sisters. Left off that list was Jeri
Whitlow. We sincerely apologize for the error.
The little sister pledges voted Neal Crawford best big brother and
Missy Edwards was voted best little sister.
Javella Gray, sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha, was awarded third
alternate in the Homecf~mingQueen Pageant.
At the Phi Mu Alpha Halloween Farty, David Armstrong won best
costume as Fernando Lamas and he looked "mahvelous."
Ken Austin was elected Collegiate Province Representative for
Province 34, Alabama, at the Province Workshop a t Samford University.

I

As written in the bylaws of the
club, the purposes of the
Engineering club are: 1.
To
promote and increase knowledge of
various engineeringproblems; 2. To
promote a greater interest in
engineering studies and their a p
plication; 3. TO provide a means of
communication between persons
having an interest in engineering; 4.
To provide members with an opport-ty
t~ meet with professional
engineers; and 5. To instiU in
members a sense of professionalism
and pride in their chosen disciplines.
Angel said members meet every
other Thursday on the third floor of
Martin Hall at 4 p.m. He said the
other officers for this year include:
Charles Mangina, vice president;
Bonnie
Parker,
secretarytreasurer; and Mary Swigert, ICC

representative.
The engineering club funds this
year will stem this year from the
selling of T-shirts which the
members plan to sell, a possible
raffliig of tickets for a calculator
and contributions from area industries.

As
Angel said the club plans to work
with the science department in
h ~ t i n gbig-name speakers, visit
area industries to meet engineers
and generate interest in engineering
.as a Career to high school students
by holding banquets, speakers and
special programs.

ROTC

-------------------------------

I

The c l b m e t for the first time Oct.
10 at 4 p.m. in Martin Hall with 18
interested individuals whose only
qualifications were "an interest in
engineering or other related careers
such a s math, science or
technology." In addition they were
requi~edto pay a $5 initiation fee.
"I do want to stress that you don't
have to be an engineering major or
minor. We want people who have an
interest and desire to participate in
it," Angel said.

'

(Continued From Page 1)
the
Defense Department try to work in Washington D.C. They are ones
high risk or with minimal medical
capability." Those bcated in other out the military's response to the wf.o will have the information,"
overseas areas would bs considered disease."
Vincent said.
+.
Vincent did venture to say that at
third priority.
MajorBarr~Vincent,s~eaking
for present, he did not know how the
A Defense recuiting official stated the R O E De~t.,said they were R m C Dept. will be &affectedby the
in the Army Times that the blood given strict hdructions on
AIDS testing but that others like
screening would be done in two giving out any information con- himself who are active members
stages. Those showing positive S ~ Sm i n g the effect of AIDS
the will have to t A e the AIDS
t-t
of infection will be notified by the Army or ROTC.
CWC.
military doctor.
"We can't provide any formal
"We haven't received our inAlthough Weinburger approved statement or information (about structions on how its (the testing) to
this plan, things are still sketchy a s AIDS) but are to refer all questions be done. We don't know the
"experts from the services and from to the Department of Public Affairs mechanics of it yet," he concluded.

If you have a problem, Info h e can probably help. lnfo Line is a
service pr&ided by the volunteer and Information Center of Calhoun
County, ah Agency of United Way.
This s$vice maintains a listing of non-profit services available to all
Calhoun County residents. Info Line provides a number to call for aid in
finding information on solving a problem.
Approximately two hundred fifty organizations are waiting to help
those in need of assistance.,Info Line can answer questions concerning
personal problems, health, family, financial, legal, consumer, or just
about any type of problem. Last month alone the service answered
more than 305 calls for help.
For free information and referral concerning any problem, large or
small, call 237-4636. "Your troubles won't trouble us at all."

100,000 Watts of

FIRST PLACE VIDEO

Alabama's Country

1502-B South Pelham
Jacksonv~lle,Alabama 36265

Best Prices Around On Floppy Disks,
Computer Supplies, etc.
NEW MOVIES: Beverly Hills Cop, Ghost Busters, Baby, Police Academy I1
RENT ONE MOVIE, GET ONE RENTAL FREE WITH THIS AD

-

Mon.-Wed. '2.00 For Nan-Members, '1.50 For Members
Thursdays- AU Movies '1.00
,

.

435-1938
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Comp exam sees 17 % failing

Campus news

-----------------__------------

"Gift of Life" seminar held
By STEVE POPE
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Dr. Charles Patrick, a Procurement Coordinator, made an informative speech, "Organ Donors and Transplants" at the "Gift of
Life" seminar held at the College of Nursing Oct. 23. Patrick focused on
kidney disease and the effects it has on everyday life.
The seminar began by having everyone present take a pretest on
organ donors. Those who took the test found they knew very little.
"Over 15,000 people are waiting urgently for organ donations, but
nobody truly understands what these patients must go through," said
Patrick.
Patrick lectured on the causes of kidney disease which are infection,
obstruction, hypertension, high blood pressure, drugs (aspirin) and
many more. "Untreated kidney failure is fatal," Patrick said. The
treatment for kidney disease is dialysis; however'the cost for dialysis is
$35,000,00 for a year.
Organs can stay out of the body only a limited time. The kidney can
be stored up to 100 hours on a machine or in cold storage for 48 hours on
a machine or in cold storage for 48 hours; the liver can be out of the body
for six to eight hours; pancreas 12-24 hours; heart three to four hours.
The suscessful rates for the transplantations are kidneys 96 percent;
heart 86 percent; liver 68 percent based on first year graft survival,
Patrick explained.
"Kidney transplants are paid for partly by the government," Patrick
said. The number of kidneys retrieved in 1984 was 160 compared to the
42 figure in 1978. At the end of the lecture members of the audience took
a final test of organ donors and found they knew much more. Anyone 18
years of age or older can sign a donor card. Everyone should sign a
donor card regardless of age or previous illness. The signing of a donor
card enables a person to donate all organs, specific organs only, or the
entire body for medical research. There is no cost for organ donations,
and likewise no ~avrnentmay be made to the donor or his heirs.

Fagan has article published in journnl
By PAT THWEA'IT
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Dr. Mark Fagan, Associate Professor of Sociology, has recently had
an article published in a nationally and internationally distributed
professional journal titled Administration In Mental Health.
The article "Interpersonal Conflict Among Staff of Community
Mental Health Centers" is in the Spring 1985issue.
"I have been doing research on conflicts since 1979," said Fagan,
"with concentration in administration.
"The purposes of the study were to measure interpersonal conflict
behavior profiles of community health professions and to determine
perceived uses of these conflict behaviors to produce constructive
outcomes,'' said Fagan.
The problem is how do you measure conflict?
"It is hard to measure." said Fagan. "The most valid instrument I
found to measure is called 'The Mode Method'. It is the most valid and
reliable instrument known to measure interpersonal conflict modes.
"Respondents were asked to consider situations at work when their
wishes were different from another's," said Fagan.
"I researched 25 mental health centers in the state," said Fagan.
"They are ripe for conflict. I did an overall conflict profile for each
center," said Fagan.
"Interpersonal conflict is a process which begins when one party
perceives that another has frustrated or is about to frustrate mme
concern of his / hers and that ends when no interaction continues about
the issue in question," Fagan added.
'{The 'mode' instrument has potential for use as an instrument for
decisions on employee selection for community health centers and other
social service organizations,'' said Fagan.
"Employee training is the second area of personnel decisions that
could be assisted by use of the 'mode' instrument," said Fagan. "Low
scores on accommodating could indicate the need for interpersonal
sensitivity training while high scores on accommodating could indicate
the need for assertiveness training."
As a result of this study, Fagan has held workshops for the National
Association of Continuing Education.
A workshop is scheduled for the Management Development Center
the f i s t week in November.

By RITA HARCROW
Chanticleer Staff Writer
This semester 793 students were eligibLe to take the
English competency Exam; 336 took it. Of these, 278
passed, and 58 failed. This is a 17 percent failure rate.
"We are not s a t w d w i t h the passing rate," said Dr.
Clyde Cox, head of the English Department. "Of course,
we would like to see a 1Wpercentpassing rate, but this is
not likely to happen."
Cox said that in the past, 90 percent of those who failed
the English Competency Exam had transferred basic
freshman English courses from other colleges and
universities. However, the statistics have not been
completed for the most recent exam.
Students who entered JSU prior to Fall 1984 are
required to take the exam but are not requi~edto pass it.
Cox said that the reason for this is to gather statictics
fail rate so that enough remediating
about the pass
facilities will be available for students who are required
to pass the exam.
"We'd like for all students to take the exam seriously,
even if they me not requked to pass," Cox said. "We do
let students know about their deficiencies so they can
remediate."

Cox added that many students remediate,even though
it is not requked.
Students who enteleclJSU in the Fall of 1984 or later
lust follow a program of remediation after failing the
exam. After this remediation program, the student is
eligible to take the exam again. There is no limit on the
number of times a student may take the English Competency Exam.
Cox said that he advises students who feel they may
have difficulty with the exam to begin practising.
"Write for an hour or so every day, and have it checked
by someone who is proficient in English," he said.
''After all, writing is a performing skill."
The exam, which consists of a 400 to 500 word essay, is
graded by E n a s h faculty m ~ b e r s . At least two
faculty members grade each essay, Cox said.
According to Cox, theEnglish Competency l3xam was
common to colleges and Universities until the 1960's. He
added that the exam is also in place at the University of
Alabama and Auburn University.
The next exam will be given on Monday, January 27
and Tuesday, January 28. Students who are eligible for
the next exam should sign UP in Room 215, Stone Center
shortly after the last day of registration in January.

CI1 can offer options to failing
students who fail the competency test:' Norton said.
By SUr; SANDERS
The program began in the spring of 1983. Norton
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Help is here. Students can receive help in English at became the official coordinator in 1984. Several teachers
the Center for Individualized Instruction (CII) at the!r with degrees and advisors work in the pogram.
The workers are Eugene Williams, Jelene Cuff,Betty
own convenience.
The CII, located in Bibb Graves Hall,"is designed to Rowe, Carolyn Kinney and Jill Miller. Students who are
give one on one personalized instruction," said Hilda proficient in English also tutor in the program.
"Students needing help are free to drop in a t any
Norton, coordinator for the English tutorial program.
Students who fail the English competency exam or time," Norton said.
This offers the students a chance to improve skills
just have weak ski in English may go to the center for
without~missingother classes. Students can also we
assistance.
"The tutorial program is me of the options for computers to aid them in their learning.
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CPS Study

AlDS likely to affect at least one person on each campus
-

-

soon after a psychologist visited d e s h i f i bomb mat f i z ~ before
d
very friendly to gay g m u p
the university of hkamas
its makers could detonate it heterosexual
students,
adlast spring to urge that gays be properly.
" ~ make
t
us nervous because they
quarantined to stop the spread of
AIDS, G~~ w d e week in ~~~~t
were a loud and so adamant," says
Lovell, an officer of the
teville became an unusually
dversityvs
gay and lesbian group,
traumatic episode.
"There's no question AIDS is
Members of gay and lesbian
in being used as an excuse to mask
were verbally
letters and newspaper ad- hatred of gays."
While campuses never have been
verti-ents,
and threatened with a

Caldwell

ministrators and even state
legislators in Oklahoma, Texas,
Washington, D.C., Maryland and
other places regularly have tried to
ban or hobble the groups College
medical officials say intensified
anti-gay activityislikely tobe Oneof
the first signs AIDS hysteria has
spread to campuses.

-

(Continued From Page 1)

portance," Caldwell added.
"In 1982 I received a grant from the JSU Faculty
"I decided to do all of Western Civilization, not just Research Committee. It allowed me to go to France,"
France but all the countries during this time period said Caldwell.
1789-1799. The French Revolution had a big impact on all
"I worked at the National Library in Paris to get
countries, not just France," Caldwell said.
material I could not get in this country," mid Caldwell.
The book will be a good asset to historical searchers "I was able to stay for five weeks."
and scholars, as well.
The French scholars were a little skeptical about this
"It is organized topically. I also have annotations on foreigner doing a bibliography on the French
about ten percent of the most important books listed:' Revolution, he said.
said CaldwellPI did a paragraph desuibing the book, its
"When I arrived at the National Library in Paris, I
point of view, and its strengths and weaknesses."
went to the receptionist. One does not just walk in off the
"For some sections I have added a little introductory street anduse the library,'' said Caldwell. "You have to
paragraph tell* what the recent book, standard multi- have an introduction and a pass card."
volume work is:'said Caldwel1,"giving a guide so that
"The receptionist was incredulous that anyone would
students or researchers can easily look up material."
be actually doing this. They were very kind and allowed
"The book has a thorough index of 100,000items. It has me in," Caldwell added.
42,420 entries, 80 percent of which are on France and the
"Once into the main reading room, I had to work with
rest on other countries," Caldwell said.
librarians. Again all of them were skeptical about the
Caldwell spent many many hours closisng research at project because it was such an enormous undertaking
some of our country's leading libraries.
and no one had ever tried it," said Caldwell.
"I startedat JSU, said Caldwell. We have a very good "Here was a foreigner for five weeks doing virtually a
college collection. It was my best source. Then I moved lifetime project," said Caldwell. "They allowed me
out geographically."
special privileges. I was even allowed behind the desk or
"The University of Georgia was my next resource. control as bey call it. It is where you turn in your
They have a huge major library. Then I went to the request for material and not many people are allowed to
Universities of Alabama, Auburn, Vanderbilt, Florida go back there."
State at Tallassee, Duke, University of North Carolina,
"They brought me all of the material that I could use,"
the Library of Congress in Washington D.C. and finally Caldwell added.
to Harvard University:'
"My wife went with me to France. We were able to
"It was a lot of hard work," Caldwell said. " The double upon material that way," said Caldwell.
schedule at these libraries usually ran from opening When asked why he ever attempted such a major
time until dark.''
undertaking, Caldwell said, "I had always wanted to do
"I stayed at Duke and the University of N.C. for two something really worthwhile in the field in which I was
weeks working everyday all day," said Caldwell.
prepared. When I received by Ph.D. from Florida State
"I made at least six trips to Georgia at my own ex- University, I thought about what I could do that would be
pense," Caldwell said. "Sometimes I took my camper the most help in the area in which I was prepared. That
and stayed in the state park. I tried to cut cost every is when I decided. There was no bibliography - no guide
way I could - like taking my lunches with me."
to the material on the French Revolution. I knew it
"Really 1camped out a t the library, said Caldwell. All would take a historian to do it.Ahistorian would have to
of the librarians were very gracious to me. They were judge what material should or should not be included
just as helpfulas they could be."
and how it should be arranged.
You may wonder how anyone could write a
(See CALDWELL, Page 5)
bibliography about France from the U.S. Well, Caldwell
was able to complete his work in France.

-

~t could get worse, they my, if
AIDS (acquired immune daficiency
syndrome) becomes widespread in
community.
the
Most health officials note h a t ,
statistically, e v e 4 College Campusin the United States soon can e
~
to have at least one student, teacher
or acmnistrator with AIDS.
And many Say that without
preventive measures, it's only a
matter of time until the hysteria now
swirling around primary and
secondary schools precedes h e
disease to colleges.
A mmber of national higher
education groups already are trying
to fashion guidelines for coping with
the disease and the fears SUrrOuk
ding it.
"It's going to depend on the extent

s

u

o

poplation, then we're going

see

some real problem
muege
camusus," predicts Dr. Kevin
Patrick, director of the student
health center at San Diego
Decisions about letting AIDS
t
victims
live in dorms should be
made on a casebycase basis,
members of the task force Keeling
heads said in a preliminary
statement issued last month.
"There is no medical reason
whatever t o alter dormintory
a s s i m e n t s simply because of a
gay or bisexual roommate," the
statement added.
There's no need to isolate afflicted
There is no
medical reason to keep professors
With
San Diego State's
from teaching
Patrick says.
ctesses'

y

Keeling declines to identify
where officials learned hey
Keeling of the University of Virginia
Or staff who
had
medical center, chairman of an
either
had
or
had
been
to
AIDS task force e ~ t a b l i s h e d ~ ~ ~the
; AmS -s.
Between expo&
and a
American
College
percent of those who test positive for
Association.
the disease'
"If college officials take a narrow the virus later
But
a
University
of Colorado
perspective and make little in the
way of an educational effort, rumors student was diagnosed as having
The
and discontent will fester," Keeling 'IDS several years
warns, "and colleges will get swept soon thereafter was unable to attend
classes, and died some 20 to 22
along in the same AIDS victims.
months later.
AIDS fears apparently also
San Diego State literature
prompted onlookers at a Univwsity
of Texas parade last spring to professor Carl Keller was allowed to
verbally assault and pelt gay continue teaching after dversity
m c h e r s with beer bottles, rocks officials learned he had AIDS in
1983. Keller died last summer.
and garbage.
"The violence was justified," a
An Illinois State administrator
liberal arts major subsequently with AIDS died in September,
wrote to the UT student newspaper. prompting concern among staffers
" ~ least
t
greeks give aid to the in the admissions office where he'd
worked. ISU held an AIDS seminar
community instead of AIDS."
~ u Keeling
t
ultimately hopes for them, noting it is highly imcollege officials can repeat their probable any of them contracted h e
recent success in calming f e a s disease from the administrator.
They were not urged to get AIDS
about herpes.
" ~ one
t time," he says, "people tests.
And at California-Berkeley at
thought herps was the end of h e
least three people have died of AIDS,
if it appears that (ADS) is and several others are being treated
seeping into the heterosexual for the disease.

I ALL NEW MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES (

"The Amazing Kreskin" amazes even the critics
By VICKY WALLACE
Chanticleer Senior Editor
"I am not a psychic, I am not an
occultist, I am not a fortune teller, I
am not a mind reader, I am not a
medium, I am not a hypnotist,"
stated Kreskin to nearly 200 students
in Leone Cole Auditorium Oct. 31.
The internationally known
mentalist and foremost E.S.P
(Extra Sensory Perception)
authority was invited back by the
SGA because of the success he
achieved only two years before a
packed audience in the Theron
Montaomerv Auditorium,
Every act performed featured
volunteers from the audience and
Kreskin's ability to make them
laugh h awe and astonishment.
Kreskin persuaded two male
students to come on stage to make
sure a black sack was empty before
he pulled out a glass full of water.
With a female and male volunteer
situated different places on stage
with an unequal number of cards,
Kreskin permitted both to take an
unknown number of cards from a
deck of cards with only the jokers
missing.
Before an astounded audience, he
proved that by counting out, their
cards simultaneously,there could be
an equal number of cards between
them with three more cards set
aside from one hand and the
remaining cards between them
totaling 11.
Between major acts, Kreskin
guessed numbers, important dates
and names which the audience had
written down on folded slips of paper
placed in sealed envelopes. In addition, he went further by gueeaing
the mrelation of this information to
the individual's past and pesent
life.
"What I do is inherent in
everyone, but what I have done is
learn to sensitize myself to the
reactions and attitudes of people
around me; under certain conditions, I can sense their thoughts,
as well as influence their thoughts,"
stated Kreskin in a recent press
relea?.
Believing hypnosis is a "well
meant delusion," Kreskin offered
$!25,000 to anyone who can "conclusively prove under scientific
condition the existence of a specific
hypnotic trance, state or condition."

Caldwell

He emphasized his concern with
skeptics who claim he is a fake
magician who has used mirrors,
devices and paid secret assistants in
each performance to achieve the
success he has.
To sustain his credibility, Kreskin
told the audience he would pay
$20,000 to anyone who could prove he
employed any paid assistants or
u e d devices in any part of his
ProkTam.
A high point of his performance,
for which he has become famous,
involved finding his paycheck which
nicked
was hidden bv four randomlv r-----volunteers. -TO make--this performance even more exciting and
suspenseful, Kreskin bet that he

.

minutes to do it and I must say Ulat
was the hardest I've worked in my
life to get a drink," Kseskin said
with a laugh.
In the closing act of the evening,
Kreskin invited students on stage
who fitted his definition of a good
vounteer - willingness to suggestion
and those who would lend him th'ei.
imagination.
He and forty students demonstrated for nearly an hour that the
power of suggestion can make things
seem almost real.
Within an houri Kreskin had his
volunteers unable to open their eyes,
feel extremely hot and cold, acting
a s if it were raining, and
hallucinating.
All forty were so convinced that
they saw a hankerchief, chair and
microphone stand moving of their
own volition that some nearly ran to
the other half of the stage. The
audience roared in laughter because
it was the workings of SGA
President Michael French, who
appeared invisible to them.

Simply amazing

At Kreskin's demand over half of
the voNnteers saw imaginary
animals or "pets:' Kreskin called
them, in their outstretched hands.
These pets ranged from a puppie to a
dinosaur.
Several volunteers found that at a
snap of a finger and a simply stated
command, they were unable to do
normal everyday things such as
sitting down, raising one's hands,
calling one's own name and
removing an arm bracelet.
As one last power of suggestion,
Kreskin proved that the volunteers
would immediately start singing
"Happy Birthday" outof tune to him
after he asked them what day it was.

would return the check to the SGA if
he could not locate it.
After he was escarted back to
auditorium from his dressing room
by four different students, he asked
a male volunteer to hold the opposite
end of a handkerchief and act as a
guide by mentally concentrating on
the checkls location,
So quiet that a pin drop could be
heard, Kreskin found his check
within 10 minutes hidden in the
pages of a book located in the back of
the auditorium.
"One time I had to find a cork that
had been hidden in a room containing thirty-eight million wine
bottles. It took me twenty-four,

"I couldn't help but do and feel
whatever way he said. When that
chair moved by itself, I really got
scared. He is definitely the Amazing
Kreskin," witnessed Janna Brock, a
freshmen.
"What was really strange h a p
pened at the airport when Greg
Sneed and I went to pick Kreskin up.
I had talked to him on the phone, but
had never seen him before. As Greg
and I were watching for someone
resembling the drawing of him in
The Chanticleer, he walked up to me
and said,'Michael, are you here to
pick me up?' Maybe it was coincidence, but it was still kind of
strange," French concluded.

(Continued From Page 4)

The French Revolution will have its bicentennial in
1989. It will be a big event in France. Committees have
already been set up to begin planning the festivities.
"That is four years off and by that time my
bibliography should be in circulation," said Caldwell.
"I have been invited to participate in planning an
event in the U.S. about the French Revolution," said
Caldwell. "Since the Statueof Liberty will be reopened
next year, perhaps we can have something there
because it was a French gift."
Caldwell gives a great deal of credit for .the
bibliographfto his f d y .
"I could not have done this project without my wife
Sand~:'C*dwa said- She has a Master's degree in
science. She compiled most of the index which
was an enormous undertaking."
"We had everything on three-by-five cards and each
entry was a separate card," said Caldwd. "We has a
room full of cards. We nearly went blind a l p h a h w
them."

-

"My parents were very helpful, too. m e n my wife
and I went to Paris, they came and stayed in our home
and watched after our two children."
"We h ? twin
~ girls who are eight years oldnow," said
Galdwell. They were pretty good about the dissertation.
They always understood there was something important
going on. They never did interfer or demand that I leave
are you going to be
it. They would often ask,
through? When Can we go to Six Flags? Butnever why
are you doing this. I kept telling them that it would be
over. We would haw time, and after six and a half j a r s
it is over."
You may wonder if Caldwell has any hobbies other
bibliographies? "1 like to go camping.
than
Occasionally when we have time, my wife and the girls
or somef-s
just the girls and I take ola. tent and go to
the state parks. Alabama has wonderful state parks!'
Caldwell is busy writing again.
I6Iam working on a bibliography of Andre Axnar, a
political leader of the French Revolution, and a history
of the end of the terror period of the F m c h Revolution."

-

Photo by Cara Fncks

Brock, (r),is unable to lift her hands
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What do you want to change about your health
NATURALLY?
Acne?
Obesity?

Energy?
circulation?

Insomnia?
Infection?
Constipation?

Colds?
You name it, we've got it in easy
t o swallow capsules at

THE HERB SHOP
200 S . Pelham
435-4343

THANKS
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The Jacksonville State University Student
Government Association would like to extend
its thanks to Ken Mount, owner of The Village
Inn, for the buffet dinners for the homecoming judges.

YOU
FOR NOT SMOKING
Join the Great American Smokeout
Thursday, November 21. Quit for one
day and you might quit for good.
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'A mjon that is afraid to let its people judge huth and
falsehood in an open market is a nation that is afraid of
its people.'
---.john F Kennedy
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J.D.'s Ramblings

Campus interest
begins to dwindle

I

It has been seven weeks since The Chanticleer ran a story and
corresponding editorial on the Aqui~edImmune Deficiency Syndrome
and four weeks since the first of many letters to the editor have been
received and printed. Since then, Rock Hudson has succumbed to the

I

I

-

Jan Dickinson
Associate Editor

I

1

ravages of the virus, and panic has swept the studios of Hollywood.
Trendsetter Joan Rivers now drinks her Perrier straight from the
bottle, not a glass. Some actresses, it is rumored, now refuse to do
'kissing scenes' with actors. Even Richard Dawson and the "Kissing
Bandit" are worried.
In a conscious effort to keep up with current events, both national and
local, we ran the story on Sept. 17 in order to inform our readers of the
facts and myths surrounding AIDS. The response we have since
received, both written and verbal, has been tremendous; it's not often
such an issue elicits so many responses for so many consecutive weeks.

Parental involvement is the key
By MARTHA RITCH
Entertainment Editor
It is unfortunate that parents aren't involved with
their children enough to know what their hobbies are and
what kind of music they enjoy. Parents have let The
Parents Music Resource Center (PMRC) and the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)
battle over what type of music is good for their
dildren's ears.
A warning label will now be seen on albums containing
explicit violence, sex, and drug abuse. Will this serve the
purpose? If parents are so out of tune with what their
children are listening to, will they pay any attention to
the warning?
Dirty words, once hidden in the blare of loud- rock
music, will be out in the open for all to read. It hasn't
occurred to anyone that children can read, too. It is
possible that most of the explicit material is disguised or
overlooked by most young listeners. That is, until the
words are printed on the album cover.
It is awkward that the controversy over explicit
content in music comes at a time when so much g o d is

Letters to the editor
Attitude is
irritating

Dear Editor
This letter concerns the
homecoming parade held this past
weekend. The parade went well
despite bad weather. This letter
does not concern that, though.
I am one of the drum majors of the
Jacksonville State University
The past week's homecoming events could not have been any better. The
Marching Southerners and would
Al-i
Association, Student Government Association and other groups did
like to complain about the ignorance
a tremendous job coordinating the week's events.
of the Jacksonville city police in a
The Amazing Kreskin was just that. Lee Greenwood gave a stirring parade situation.
I was told which road to take the
performance concluding with his hit, "God Bless the USA."
band down at the end of the parade
Ow Gamecocks revived the football tradition with a win over the in order to avoid a traffic hazard.
University of Tennessee-Martin.
Upon completion of the parade.
the band took the assigned exit, but
hspiG the inclement weather all week, fraternities and other groups was told to go another direction by a
were able to construct colorfulyard displays and floats.
policeman. This caused confusion
Homecoming-would not have been complete without the climaxing kith the band trying to go in the
halftime ceremoniesSaturday evening. April ~ a m m o nand her court were predesignated direction and the
bysLanding policeman yelling to go
lovely and represent some of the best students on campus.
another. The band preceded to halt
A special treat was a visit by alumnus of the year, Randy Owen. It is not and dispersed to go get ready for the
every day that an institution is able to say that a major music artist ac- game.
cepted such an award.
When the band reaches the end of
Homecoming is a time for celebration and we had our share.
a parade and halts, the members

Homecoming week
hosts memories

being done by music artists. While many performers are
working hard to help solve world hunger and help
American farmers, others are exposing youngsters to
violent situations through explicit lyrics. A little self
regulation on the part of performers would serve better
than any warning slapped on albums. The warnings are
for the benefit of concerned parents. However, concerned parents shouldn't need record industry rulings to
keep them informed. They should already Be familiar
with what their children are listening to.
The thought is commendable. Something should be
done to alter exposure of lewd lyrics but warning labels
willnot be enough. Censorshipwould work but that is out
of the question. For one thing, it is un-America. For
another. it is ridiculous.
What is needed, in spite of anything the recording
companies do, is parent awareness and involvement
with what their children are listening to. Not only should
parents know the words to songs, they should know why
their children enjoy the song. This is something neither
the PMRC nor the RIAA can provide.

generally are free to leave. This
route was completely new, moving
in the opposite direction from
parades in the past. The band had
marched this route before in the
Jacksonville
High
School
homecoming parade without any
problems from the police. The band
dispersed in the same manner for
the JSU parade a s it did for the high
school parade.
While the band members were
leaving, a policeman called me to
his car. He then proceeded to act in
a very rude and unprofessional
manner. This policeman accused
me of not following his orders and I
apologized and told him there was a
misunderstanding between us. He
then told me he did not believe me.
He insinuated that 1was iieing, and
that I ~ u r w s e l ycaused the band to
go in a different direction that he
had instructed. I had no intention of
fhis and
wongly accused.
Next, he bluntly stated that if we
didn't "get our act together, there
wouldn't be a parade next year."
This attitude and manner in which
he acted was uncalled for, and I still

cannot find any reason for his
senseless display of belligerence.
Why was there such a big problem
with this parade and not for the high
school parade? When we marched
in the high school parade we weren't
even assigned a place to go.
If this policeman can say these
things with the entire police
departments backing, something
needs to be done before next year's
parade. However, I hope that this
policeman was speaking for himself,
beause if all the city policemen are
like fiim it doesn't say much for the
police of Jacksonville, Alabama.
I am sorry for the misunderstanding, but feel that this
mliceman needs to get his "act
&ether."
Sincerely,

nekspaper of Jacksonville State
University. The Chanticleer is produced
.entirely by students and printing IS done
by the Taliadega Daily Horn*
The Chanticleer invites opinions to be
expressed in letten to the editor. AS
mqny ietten as Possible will be printed.
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Public interest celebrates 20th year

ideological forum for discussion of
CAMBRIDGE, Mass.-This is the public policy options by academic
season of anniversaries for con- experts in economics, urban and
servatives. The Young Americans welfare problems.
for Freedom organization, which
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 had
trained dozens of youthfulcadre for
just
become law. Lyndon Johnson
the Goldwater and Reagan camhad
just overwhelmed Barry
paigns, celebrates Goldwater.
There appeared to be
its 25th birthday
broad
public
supporteven conlater this month.
sensus-for
an
active government
And this past
assault on the problems of poverty
week, The Public
and discrimination. The goal of The
Interest, journal of
Public
Interest was to make the
newonservative
Great Society programs as effective
thinkers from as possible by subjecting them to the
Harvard and other East Coast skeptical scrutiny of experts who
universities, published its 20th were, by and large, sympathetic to
anniversary issue;
their goals.
Both events are important
What evolved was very different.
reminders of the revolution in The critical examination of the
political power and philosophy Great Society quiekly poked holes in
which has occured between the 1960s particular programs and then ab
and the 1980s. We have seen a tacked the grandiosity of the whole
triumph, not just of conservative notion of government-planned,
politicians but of conservative government-induced perfection.
thought.
In 1974, a special issue on The
In 1965, The Public Interest was Great Society was so downbeat that
founded largely to provide a non- the guest editor noted "the disap-

IndeDth anah&.

pointment, discontent and disarray
among the long-term protagonists of
social reform."
In the same decade, the principal
figures behind me Public Interestmen like Irving Kristol, Nathan
Glazer, James Q. Wilson, Daniel
Bell and Daniel P. Moynihan-also
rebelled against the trend inside th
Democratic Party. Hardened by
their earlier bouts with communists
and communist sympathizers in the
1940s and 1950, thay reacted
negatively and vehemently to the
New Left eruptions .around the
Vietrnan War issue and their
disruptive effects on campuses.
The authors worry about the
persistence of old problems, particularly a growing underclass of
women and children, of whom
Kristol, probably the most
Reaganite in the group, says:
"Never in my experience has there
been such a c a s e a major social
problem before which all social
scientists, despite their brave,
sophisticated chatter, have ab-

solutely nothing to sag.
Robert Nisbet, in the concluding
essay, finds it "strange for the
conservative label to have been so
widely given during the last few
years to the partisans of a more
aggressive and interventionist
foreign policy and of a huge defense
budget.
"Equally
strange, almost
hilarious indeed," he writes, "is the
evangelicals.... Conservatism in any
recognizable manifestation aims at
'getting government off our,
backs'. ..But ,the primary, sweeping
thrust of the Morality Majority has
come to be that of, quite bluntly,
getting more government on our
backs, through proposed laws and
constitutional amendments to cover
abortion, Baby Doe cases, school
prayers
Even more bluntly,
Harvard's Daniel Beli writes of
Reaganism as "a very strange brew
and a peculiar set of contradictions.
Mr. Reagan asserts authority in the
moral sphere yet attach authority
in his political populism..i':The

...."

populist conservative seeks to instill
public tutelage in private moral
conduct and to remove all public
restraint on private economic
conduct. Mr.Reagan wants a strong
government (undergirded by a
strong military) in foreign affairs,
and a weak government (with little
social responsibility) in domestic
affairs. He recalls the Founding
Fathers, the brightest group of intellectuals in American thought, yet
speaks an anti-intellectualism in his
rhetoric and his attacks on
liberalism.
One finishes this anniversary
edition with a sense that the same
critical faculties which led the neoconservatives to break with the
Democratic Party in the 1970s are
now causing them discomfort in
their new home.
Could a reverse migration be in
the offing? And if so, would not one
expect the political consequences to
be as great as the reversal of party
fortunes between 1965 and 1985?

lhdiculous laws designed to degrade South Atricans

By SUE SANDERS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Apartheid means apartnes in Afrikaans,
one of South Africa's official languages. It is a
form of rigid, racial segregation used in the
South African government.
Its goal is the separate development of the
nation's several racial groups. It not only
separates whites and nonwhites but attempts
to separate the nonwhite groups from one
another.
Laws isolate these groups in most activities,
especially in education, employment, housing
and politics.
Apartheid became an official policy of South
Africa after the Nationslist Party gained
control of the government in 1948. This party
is dominated by Afrikaners, the de.scendants
of the early Duteh Settlersof South Africa.
After much criticism of its policies, South
Africa withdrew from the Commonwealth of
Nations in 1961.
Efforts to enforce apartheid leave the
African with no vote, no political standing of
any kind, no right to work, to travel, to change
his address and no recognized right to protest
against anything. This also means the exclusion of Africans from citizens' buses,
hotels, restaurants, schools, toilets, bookingoffices, even roadside seats.
Apartheid puts restrictions on everyday
living. Africans must on demand, be able to
produce a receipt for their latest poll-tax or
show a permit to travel, to enter town, to seek
work, to reside in town or to travel after dusk.
A special permit is required for a white and
nonwhite to have tea together. An African
professorinvited to speak before a white group
or clubmust have a specidpermit.
If a Court Order is issued for an African to
leave a certain area, he must leave without
appeal, wen if it is found that the order was
served on him in error. When an African
leaves his birthplace even if for only a short
period of time to work, he can only come back
to visit for no more than seventy-two hours.
The Africans can not have friends to visit for
more than seventy-two hours, dm. If eWler

remains longer tnan seventy-two hours, he is
guilty of a criminal offense, punishable by a
fine not exceeding ten pounds or imprisonment
for a period not exceeding two months.
Police are entitled, at any time day or night,
to enter and search without,a permit, any
premises in which they have reason to suspect
an African boy of eighteen years old is comm i p g the crime of living with his father
without permission.
Under apartheid, whites can't hire nonwhites to do work around their homes unless
special exemptions are obtained from the
Ministry of Labow. Failure to comply with
the law can result in a fine of one hundred
pounds for the white and nonwhite.
An African worker taking part in any strikes

can also be punished by law. If he does, he is
liable on conviction to a fine of 500 pounds
and/or
three years' imprisonment.
"Keeping the families torn apart and in
ferior is how the apartheid rule is able to keep
control," said Brad Page, a student who has
been to South Africa.
Apartheid gives way to fears that prey on
members of both races, white and nonwhite.
Whitemen are known to sleep with gum under
their pillows and gates at the top of their
stairways. Nonwhites must live with the
frustrations of standing in the long post office
window lines while whites are served and r e
served. The gas station attendant learns to
live with the fear of W i g fired because
someone's gas cap is missing and he is accused of stealing. One tribe or groupof people
in South Africa, "have been so long with the
sadness of no home they have become known
as 'kataturi', says Page. This means, "have
no home, in their language.
South of Tanganyika and the Congo a term
originated that defies a lot of apartheid
feelings. This zone became known as a place
for "white privilege and black grievance.
These "black grievances" are the roots of
many of the riots and violence that have oc-

curredover the years. On many occasions the
government of South Africa has made
promises to the people about their grievances,
but,have never carried through. This practice
has sparked outbursts among the people.
During the cries for their rights, thousands
of people have lost their lives in fights, gun-fire
exchange and fires and looting that have oo
curred.
sign of
"Some of the peoplehave lost
hope. They fight they lose their lives in an
effort to aid the cause. They want something
beter," said Page.
With the apartheid ruling in practice, people
in the past have Med to speak out, for the
people. Nelson Mandela, a successful,lawyer
and leader of the Mican National Congress,
along with many other leaders, were charged
with treason and other subversive activities in
1961.

-

Today, some five million bites dominate
and deny the vote to twenty four, million
nonwhites through apartheid. Many believe,
because the quality of education has been poor
for South Africa, that it will be necessary for
other countries to "step-in" before the people
will have a voice in their government.
"Education may be a part of the answer,"
says Page. Many people believe a greater
ed~cationof the people would help towards
their apartheid rebellions,but it is not the total
"The apartheid system does need replacing,
should be a workable SF^ in mind
but
before it can be replace" says F ' l ' o f ~ r
fiery1 (3~- of Northeast College.
With the apartheid ruling wmking as it does,
it remains impossible for the people to unite
y d be hear$ In the meantime, a minority
wdI remain m control of a majority.

Ballerinas do more than just smile
By ROY WILLUMS
Chanticleer Senior Editor
You have seen them performing at
every home foqtball game with the
Marching Southerners. They capture your attention with their high
kicks, ever-smiling faces, high
predsion marching style, and exdting dance routines. They are the
JSU Marching Ballerinas, a special
grow of young women who add a
touch of glamour40 the Southerners'
halftime performances.
Being a ballerina requires much
determination, hard work, and
months of preparation. But, the
satisfaction that each member
receivesmore than makes up for the
time and energy they put, into it,
Krtoti Rowe, the 1985 head ballerina
ad.
The selection process for the
ballerina line begins in Jarmery of
each year.
"It starts with a ballerina
that is held each spring;, she
"All that students interested in
becoming ballerinas need to do la
register and show up for the class;
we then tell them everything they
need to know about,tryouts."
The class meets once per week
with the ballerina choreographer,
Kaye Smith of Gadsden. Smith, who
owns a Cadsden dance studio,
teaches the routines to be used
during ballerina tryolifjl' and also
choreographs the dances to be used
during the fall.
"We have two tryouts for the
beuerina line," Rowe said. "The
first one, held in March, is on the
dances that the choreographer
teaches wand a series of kicks. The
second tryout takes place in April
and consists of the dance, the kicks,

different r o d i e s each fall.
"Our show is constantly
changing," Rowe said. "We usually
average about five pep rally
routines, three or four feature
numbers for the halftime performance, and a parade routine.
This year, we have added extra
aspects to our show, such as flag
routines to go along with the drill.
Andre Robinson teaches us our,flag
work."
Besides performing with the
Southerners, the ballerinas are involved in many outside ajivitik.
"We have worked at the Ft. McC1ellan First Annual Marathon,
danced at a Special Olympics event
in Anniston, performed at the
Homecoming Pageant, and appeared during the pregame of a
Birmingham Stallions football game
last spring," Rowe said.
The three ballerina groupleaders
Leslie Keener, Leah Cobb, and Kelly
Tennis - who all help Rowe teach the
marching drill to the other
ballerinas, stated what they enjoy
most about beiig a ballerina.
"Dancing is something I have
done and enjoyed ~racticallvall of

-

%?
Ballerinas perf0~~1l
during halftime
marching
commanas
and
manuwers. Duping th r.~onmot May
(minimester), we hold a clinic with
the girls who made the line an
prepare them for the fall."
Rowe said that previous dance
experience helps those trying outf
but is not a necessary requbement.
"We have ballerinas who have
been cheerleaders, rifles, flags and
horn players," she said. "We also
have some girls who have never
even marched behre, but have
taken dance lessons or just wanted

to try out. But we pretty much help
you along and teach you everything
you need to know. Of couree, good
for on high kicks and good dance
coordination are essential."
The ballerinas are not selected on
an individual basis.
IWhat they do is divide those
trying out,into small groups," Rowe
said. "YOU try outin front of a panel
of judges, but never by yourself. The
judges always consist of Dr. David
walters, a few former ballerinas,
our,choreographer Kaye Smith, and

rnoro oy w a rnrns

my
veteran
life,"of the
This;
line said.
a "SO
threeyear
I would

other individuals chosen by Dr. say the dancing aspect of it appeals
Waiters."
to me the most."

Besides practicing every weekday
during the fall with the band, the
ballerinas hold a Monday night
sectional with their choreographer
to work on their routines.
"We also hold a ballerina
workshop for a weekend in the
summer," Rowe said. "And after we
choose the new ballerina line, we
practice for a couple of hours every
weekday during minimester."
The ballerinas must learn many

"Performing in front of the crowd,
meeting new people, being on the
line with the girls, an gettii to
make so many new friends is what I
like best about being a ballerina,"
Keener, a second-year member
said.
"One thing I really enjoy is being
in front of the Southrners and
listening to them,'' Cobb, a member
(See BALLERINAS, Page 9)

Shepard thrives on the excitement of skydiving

~~-

By ROY WILLIAM8
Shepard became interested in
Chanticleer Senlor Edltor
&'diving
after talking to a few
Picture yoweelf felling fr*
jumpers in Huntsville.
through the afr at a hefght d 10,000 "mq told me about.a H M e
,feet. As you ,quickly descend
ntn by
J
*
,
a
towards the qoundt the
licensed jumpmaster and exptchwork upan the earth's sW=e atw &borne
special forces
slowly be-es
recognimble M -her," he said. "1 made my first
bees, buildings, and other
jump in AlbrMUe at age 17."
With a adden yank, YOU
A typical first jump course con~our,parachuteandguidemto
of
morning trayour, destinations &vine with a d a ~followed
,
by a jump at the end
perfect -$.
The fllgM of the of the day, mepard said. AS e
skydiver hae came to an ~ d . cltudent jumper,an individual muat
canplete five satisfactory static line
John T. Shepard, a !&yearold
before h d e can be@
.forensicscience military science freefak. S
m on d'udent
the
major, has undergone this jowIley jumper muat complete a aerbs of
many times. Originally from delays, from 5 to 10 econda e v a
Clearwater Beach, Florida, S h w " longer, until the fumpmasbr feels
has been an active sky dive^ &ce ht that he i8 ra* to advance beVond
was 17. You might gBy that he is 8 student
man who thrives a dangex and
"The
b @ s once You
excitement.
complete yow student stetub"
aepard said. "That's when you
shepard related what he enjoy learn to 'fly'. Frwfall h ' t fy;et
W b g ~ l r o ~ t h e oW
i r time to
most about,skydiving.
"There ia no real way to expleir lploy the parachute. You
the thrill of being in Beefan'," ht learn to maneuver your, body
said. " 'Awesome' is the one w a d through the ak in order to make
that comes to mind. Srcuvine fonnatione41'
cannot really be accurately
(g, SHEPARD, Pace
described; it must be experienced."

snepard relaxes with refreshing drink~.during a jump
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Resume writing vital in obtaining job interview
By ROY WLLIAMS
Chanticleer S d o r Edltor
You are a recent college graduate
faced with the intense challenges of
the open job market. Everything you
know about yourself muat now be
packaged and marketed so that the
product you present to employers yourself will have as much appeal
as possible. This package, called a
resume plays a major role in obtaining a job interview. Thus, every
student needs to know what should
be contained in a resume and the
correct way to present the information.
Sandy Fortenberry of the Career
Development and Counseliing Services said that a welldeveloped
resume is essential in any job
search. Its sole purpose is to persuade the employer to grant you an
interview or to request your formal
application. A resume should be
written so that it leaves the employer a good "first impression" of
you.
Fortenberry said that the CDCS
office (Room 107, Bibb Graves)
provides assistance with resumes
and all areas of job search to all
students. Their office hours are 8
12am and 1-4:30pm from Monday

-

through Friday. Workshops being
offered this fall, free to the students,
include: Thursday, November 7,
How to Write a Resume, 2:3&
4:00pm; Monday, November 18,
How to Write a Resume, 3:W
4:30pm; Tuesday , November 19,
How to Interview for a Job, 2:3&
4:00pm; and Thursday, November
21, The Job Search Process, 2:3&
4:00pm.
Fortenberry offered several tips
for an effective resume.
Place items strategicany. "Name,
address, and phone number go at the
top," she said. "Within your broad
categories, try to begin with the
most important information first.
Specify the job position you ,are
applying for. That's what a
prospective employer looks at first.
One of the most common errors
made in a resume is that the writer
does not focuson the kind of work
he
she wants to do. The more,
specific, the better."
Next list your education. "List
high school only if you didn't go to
college,Fortenberry said. "A listing
of course work is not necessary,
although computer science majors
should include some type of

technical summary. Did you ,pay
your, own way or earn sholarships?
Those are impressive accomplishments."
Under Work Experience, begin
with the most recent and work backwards. "Condense jobs that are not
directly related to your,profesional
goal," she added. "Include nonsalaried experience such as internships or volunteer work.
Allow the reader to get a glimpse
of the personal you. "Include foreign
l a n g w e s spoken, extensive travel,
particular interests or professional
memberships, if they advance your
cause," Fortenberry said.
Keep writing style simple. "Be
brief. -start sentences with action
verbs. Don't use verbs like 'to be' or
'I did', but more effective verbs like
'initiated, created, edited'. Make
sure grammar and spelling are
correct," she said. CDCS has many
good books in our resource library
that offer hints. We encourage
students to drop by."
John William Zehring, a special
assistant to the president for college
relations at Earlham College in
Richmond, Indiana, feels that how
an individual's resume looks is as
important as what it says.

"Two things will help your,resume
rise to the top of any employer's
fie," he said. "First, organization.
Because most executives are rushed
for t i e , write it to be skimmed, not
read. A quiek glance should enable
the reader to see immediately how
many sections the resume includes
and how they are arranged. Use
good spacing, capitalization, underlining, and dashes to grab the
attention you need."

Zehring added.
"Many people slap together a list
of what they have done and call it a
resume," he said. "If you organize it
and write it so well that it demands
to be read, yours will stand out,from
others."
Fortenberry stated that students
need to put,special care into their
reswnes.
"The most qualified people don't
always get the job," she said. "It
goes to the person who presents
herself most persuasively in
The second way to enhance a him
resume is by the quality of writing, person and on paper."

(Continued From Page 8)
Most of his jumps were made with
a skydiving club called Atlanta Air
Sports, based in Warm Springs,
Georgia, he said. They were the
same group of people with whom he
started out his hobby. He credited
them for helping him with many of
his accomplishments.
Shepard said that he would like to
skydive professionally someday.

my life selling suntan lotion on the
beach.''
Shepard offered to help anyone
who may be interested in learning
how to skydive.
"You ran contact me at 435-7750,"
he said. "I can get hold of the
necessary information and possibly
some current skydiving prices."

"Skydiving is more than a hobby
for me. It is a great sport."

,

In the three years he has been
jumping, this past year has been the
slowest, Shepard said.
"Due to the fact that most of my
jumping is done on weekends, prior
obligations have really limited the
amount of practice I get," he said.
"However, news of a place close by
has sparked some enthusiasm in me
and another JSU jumper, Dow
Drake."
"Doug and I were planning on
competing in the Collegiate
Skydiving Nationals held in
Arizona," Shepard added. "But, as
for now, it's still 'up in the air'."

"Skydiving isWmorethan just a
hobby for me; it is a great sport," he
said. "One of my long-term goals is
to get on the U.S. Army Skydiving
Team, called 'The Golden Knights',
once I complete ROW and graduate
from JSU."
"My future plans include completing my term in the army after
ROTC (hopefully with one of the
army parachute teams" and then
maybe working with the F.B. I. in
connection with my major," he
added. "I'd also like to retire at the
age of 30 and then spend the rest of

NOW IS THE TIME
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Being tough is not
an answer to terror
By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Dr. Jerry Gilbert of the political
science department specializes in
national security and government
foreigh policy.
The recent action taken by
President Reagan to force downthe
jet carrying terrorist from the
Italian cruise ship by sending out
fighter planes has been a major
topic of controversy.
Dr. Gilbert feels that merely being
tough isnot the answer to terrorism.
"The U.S. tended to give them too
much publicity, which is what they
are after," Gilbert said.
"When we did force their plane
down and assist in capture, we gave
them even more publicity," said
Gilbert.
"There's no doubt we certainly
need to punish violators in the
normal way of the law, but this
particular incident was outweighted
by the publicity," Gilbert said.
"The whole terrorist organization,
such as it is, feels like they got a lot
of it the four involved -due to all the
exposure they got," Gilbert said.
Contrary to appearances, the
United states is not the only country
being victimized by terrorists. The
Russians had four personnel taken
hostage recently. One or more of
these hostages have been executed.
"We're (the U.S.) not really
unique. Although we do draw our
share of it," Gilbert said.
"Any nation that is democratic,
has a free press, and a commercial
press makes a more profitable
target for their cause, creates
sentiments," Gilbert said.
"I don't know all the facts, but
based on the surface, I would have
advised President Reagan to do

what was done," said Gilbert "I
don't criticize this action at all."
"The public reaction to that action
was way overstated," Gilbert said.
''Americans are engaging in too
much flag flying and breast
beating." Gilbert said. "Based on
the public's reaction, you might
have judged we had won a recent
battle due to all the excitement."
"We need to learn not to react so ,
extremely for such a minor ac- 1
complishment," Gilbert said. "We
should've been able to force down an
airplane, not only because the U.S.
has a strong army but because tlhere

-

Get a juicy Bacon Cheeseburger, french fries, and a
large drink for only $2.59 plus tax.
At ~ c l w U n ( Huidees
:
for a l~rn!tRitim anh

ATTENTION.. .

Dr. Jerry Gilbert

The deadline for submitting entries
for the 1986 Musk Man contest is
Nov. 12 at 4:00 p.m. Any male on
campus may enter. In addition t o
prizes to be awarded by the English
Leather Company, the campus
winner will receive six tanning visits
from Endless Summer.

Enter now!!!
Photos must be larger than 3x5 and smaller
than 8x10
be black and white or color
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Nigerians celebrate with 1985 student exhibition
By ROY w n L J A m
Chanticleer Senior Edltor

The annuel fashion show of the
Nigerian Student Union and independence celebration was held
Oct. 1 in the 'l'heron Mmtgc~nery
BUM@. This year's event was
unique in that Nigeria is currently
celebrating its Silver Anniversary of
mdependence from England.
mefashion show began with a
welcome address by the 1985 NSU
pres~dent,Ating Nkereuwem, anad
Included a series of dlsplays on
Nlgerlan culture. Among these were
colorful native costurn-, Nigerian
paper money, and traditional
Afrtcan dances presented by ,Ye
students.

true constttutbn was establiskd.
h igi under Sir Oliver Lytlelton
Nigeria was divided into tbe nor-

thern, eastern and western regions.
Three years later, three elite
Nigerian leaders were allowed to
rule their respective regions Sir
Ahmadu Bell0 in the north; Dr.
Nnamdi Azikiwe in the east; and
A.G. A W ~ ~ O W
in Othe west.
After winning the nation's first
federal election between the three
major parti=, Adldwe was Wmly
established as a major leader in
Nigeria. 'I%w when the nation
finally gamed independence from
Great BrLtain Oet. 1, 1960, Azikiwe
became Nqeria's first president. He
chose as prune minister Alajl

-

"The annual ex#bit is one of
the primary activities of NS U"
A keynote address on the history
of Nigerla frm her beginnings to
the present era was given by Vincent
Olayanka.
T~geria,located on the west coast
of Africa, is the most pepulew
African nation (over 100 million
mhabitants). It is a democratic
country and a traditional ally of the
U.S.
Nigeria was founded in 1914 when
the northern and southern protectorates of m i c a merged under the
leadership of England's Lord
Lugerd. Lugard later became the
first governor general of the
federation. By 1939 ~ k e r i a ' sfir#

'Pafawa Balewa, another member of
party.
A crisis developed in 1982, when
western leader A.G. Awolowo was
charged with treason; he and 21
other political stalwarts were
thrown into jail. More trouble o o
currcd during the second general
election of 1964. An alleged rigging
of the election culminated in
nationwide rioting the next year and
military takeover of the government
in Janultry 1988 by Major General
Aguyi Ironsi.
.
Since then, Nigeria has experienced m y different military
regimes, same of which were very

hs
-

short reigns and others which lasted attended the e m i t i o n were ableto
II ,gainconsiderable knowledge about
currently under military leadership. N erian culture.
Olymka then related the w w b e annual exhibit is one of the
leaden of nation during me last P m activities of the Nigerian
t3tub+nt union. The organization has
twenty-five years of independence.
The fashion show and in- 45 members, and meets on me
second 'I'husday of each month in
dependence d e b a t i o n ended
" e M n t of (30m W.
a rOU!3hg &orus of the Nigerm
National Anthem. Studenb who 1985 NSU Officers are Ating
Ip to lllne years. The

"

Nkereuwem, president; Charles
Eludem, vice-president; Collins
Egberaese, secretary; Summuel
ogbuobi, treasurer; Abenge
Balogun, financial S c r e w ;
Michael Taiwo, puMic 8ecretW'.
NSU'S
primary obfective is to
eduoate the public on Nigeria
W o w tDe exhibition Of
arts and CUltWeS.

Remember Jack's Second Annual Hamburger Eating Contest is
underway. The first round's competition winners are:
Alpha Tau Omega
Omega Psi Phi
Kappa Sigma
Kappa Alpha
Zeta Tau Alpha
Alpha Zi Delta
The Second Round will be Tuesday Nov. 12 3:30 p.m. at Jack's
in Jacksonville when defending champs Pi Kappa Phi will go against
Alpha Tau Omega. Omega Psi Phi will be pitted against Kappa
Sigma and Zeta Tau Alpha will take on Alpha Zi Delta.
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SAUSAGEBISCUITS I
NOWONLY99C

Tvvo pieces of Jack's golden spicy fried chicken, french
fries, cole slaw and afresh-baked buttermilk

biscuit.

-- -

Please present coup or^ when ordering. Onecouponper person
per wsit. Not valid with any other coupon or special order.
Good only at Anniston, Jacksonville and Pea C
%J
locations.
Expires 11/30/85
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Fresh-baked buttermilk biscuits filled with Jack's sawn,
sausage.A real eye opener. A great meal

I

Please present coupon when ordering. One coupon per person
per visi!. Not valid with any,othercoupon or special order.
Good only at Anniston, Jacksonville and Pel1 City
locations.
Expires 11/30/85
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Group get ahead

SAM offers members benefits
By STEVE POPE
Chanticleer Staff Writer
A new organization has arrived on campus.this fall.
This new organization is SAM, Society for Advancement
of Management. SAM is an international organization.
Here on campusit held its first meeting September 18.
The Society for Advancement of Management is a
professional organization dedicated to the advancement
of the discipline of management.
SAM'S membership is composed of practioners,
educators, and students from throughout the world, each
sharing a common interest in solutions to management
problems.
Here on campus. Rita Chandler, advisor for the
campus chapter says, "We aren't limiting SAM'S
membership just to management
In fact, we
urge every student in any major to join." SAM has been
serving the needs of the general manager for over 70
Years, therefore, longer than any other professional
management organization. Through the Years SAM has
helped more than a million managers to become more
effective on their jobs.
According to a SAM newsletter, "to provide an opp o t d t y for the members to increase management
skills and expertise -through participation in programs
and services designed to improve the professional
quality of their knowledge, performance, and leadership
ability," is SAM's.nationa1mission.
m e mission of the campus division, stated by the
same newsletter, is "through the interaction of students,
faculty, and practicing managers, to assist in cornmunicating the practice of progessional management."
In becoming a member of SAM, a student will increase
his or her understanding of professional management,
have the opportunity to prepare for the transition to his
or her first postcollege position, and begin to develop
managerial skills. The student will also have an opp o t ~ t yto reconcile theory with actual business
with practicing managers, many
padice by
of whom are members of senior chapters throughout,the

Gilbert

U.S. and beyond.
SAM offers several benefits for its members. Such
benefits are an increased understanding of the practice
of professional management, learn& more about,the
real world of business through actual meetings and
conferences, meeting and corrresponding with students
from other college chapters and exchanging information
On career o~portuitiesand updated business s y s b m
and procedures.
Another benefit is to learn of the practice of
managerial sldllsin a variety of settings. They have the
chance to participate actively in organizing, planning,
directing and controlling activities under the guidance of
experienced managers.
SAM is holding £0-1
meetings the first Wednesday
of every month. Speakers are being planned for these
metings. The third week )f mery month, they hold a
business meeting. SAM is also arranging for m a of
companies. one
tour,
the members willvisit
shaw 1,.,du*ies, the world*sleading carpet r n u f a d r ,
wm scheduled for Oct. 29.
SAM has two special projects d e r w a y which are
beneficial to its members: the Shadow Program and
working with Small Business )evelopment anter
(SBW). The Shadow Program allows studentsfo 0b
serve businesses for half a day each- month. Sttidents
rotate to different businesses which allows them to learn
from different trades. "SAM is getting its members to
be leaders," Chandler said. On Nov. 6 the excutive vicepresident of the senior SAM chapter in M o n Q a W
present the charter.
The officers of ow. Csmpue. division are president ;
Thomas MaUlews; executive vice president, Mark
Taylor; vice-president, promotions, Dewayne Johnson;
vice president, membership, Cathy Edwards; vice
president, programs, Suzanne Ikard; secretary, Lisa
&bourn; treasurer, Sandra Welch; historian, hens
Gibbs; ICC Rep., Sara k s t e r :m d chapter advisor, Rita
Chindler-

(Continued From Page 10)

G i r t thinksthere couldbe more
precautionary steps taken to p r o k t
ourawn buildings, "But60 far as the
Italian Cruise LiWS, we could not
extend ourdefenses," Gilbert said.

"The US. needs to put-economic
Eglyptians abut.where the aircraft
would be at he particular time, a no pressure on other places to tighten
up seourity," Gilbert said.
lose situation," Gilbert said.
ICWealso need to get our,media to
Gilbert attended Texas Tech ana downplay coverage of terrorists
received his Ph.D in political events so as not to give them
science. He came to JSU in 1971with (terrorists) the publicity they are
no long term plans of staying here, after," Gilbert said.
He calls himself a "news-a-holic.~
He reads four.newspapersdaily plu#

"Citizens need to be made aware;
other governments need t~ be made
aware where 'there are high inadences of terrorism," Gilbert said.

reads a good many books.

Gilbert said by the nature of
terrorism, it is very difficult to
prevent. He feels the U.S. is taking
more precautions.

-
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L WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY
.,c

$500 weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 975,
Elizabeth, N J 07207
61@S360Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-addressed envelope: Success P.O.Box 470
CEG, Woodstock, 11.60008.

Send $2 f o r c a t a l o g of
o v e r 16,000 t o p i c s , t o
a s s i s t your w r i t i n g efto r t s and h e l p you b e a t
W r i t e r s ' Block. .For info.,
c a l l TOLL-FREE 1-8006215745.
( I n I l l i n o i s , call
312-922-0300. ) Authors' Research, P m . 6 0 0 - N , 407 South
Dearborn, Chicago I L 60605.
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November 13

Presented by the SGA

7:00 and 9:30

3rd floor auditorium
Theron Montgomery
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YOU ARE INVITED!
. .. .

V.,.

Sunday, November 10,From 1 2:006W P.M.

NAUTILUS HEALTH CLUB
& DOC'S GYM
28 PUBLIC SQUARE
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA
435-6830

II

3 for I Special!
[3* F a m i l y Members for the Price of One]

In celebration of the Grand Opening of Nautilus Ill in Gadsden, Nautilus & Doc's Gym of
Jacksonville wll have 3 BIG Give-A- Ways:

Pick your key up a t the door and you m a y w i n one of 3 lifetime
memberships given away i f your enclosed key unlocks our
treasure chest!
Register to w i n one of 3 one year memberships!**
Register to w i n one of 3 one year unlimited tanning packages*'
7

Greg Buttram, Mr. Alabama 1985, will guest pose
2:OO P.M. 3:30 P.M.

-

JeffSherman, 1st Place Alabama State Powerlifter,
will be our guest 4:30 P.M. 6 9 0 P.M.

-

JacksonvilleHigh School Cheerleaders & Majorettes

STUDENT SPECIALS WILL BE OFFERED!
*REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED*
*Based on V I P membership and applicable to immediate family only!
**Drawings will be held at 6: 00 p.m., Sunday November 10th.

1.
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Soap opera lifestyles
have many singing
DouglasvlUe, Georga is hardly cornparable to Dallas, Texas in m y
shape or form. Anv simdarities would have to be greatly exagerated.
For instance, there is no place for the elite to "hang out" and inddge in
hearty conversation while sipping fancy cocktails. Therefore, anybody
who is anybody is frenquently seen eating stewed beef at a hole in the
wall called Elsie's.
No one, to my knowledge, has become a millionaire off of any oil rigs
in the area. The small city ison the edge of Atlanta and is going through
a rapid growing period. Real estate is our richest commodity at the

gesent time. (Not counting the marketing of bottled water from the
famousLithia Springs. What? You've never heard of it ?)

By MARTHA RITCH
Entertainment Editor

commented that the crowd was well

southern twang, "I ain't J.R., you ain't &Ellen.

companied

his

every

body

word to live by is pride."

fluences were the obvious: music set ups and break downs they had

Dance UAB announces fall performances

Dance UAB students.

program. She bases her solo, "Signs in White Field," on ticket.
a selection from James Joyce's "Ulysses."
Call the UAB Department of Theatre and Dance for
In a lighter vein, Broadway choreographer and dancer reservations, 934.3238.
. . .
.Fred.Wtta has cheeen the muaic of popular singer
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bbing with Gibbs
[The week after is
1 comparatively quiet

II

By TZENA GIBBS
Chanticleer Staff Writer
This week has been almost duU compared to all the excitement of
Homecoming last week.
All the fraternity house yard displays looked very lavish and so did
other organizations who got in on the act of building a structure
carrying out a theme of "Getting Cocky About Beating the Pacers.
In the yard display competition, Delta Chi took f i s t place, Sigma Nu
in second place, and Kappa Alpha and Kappa Sigma tied for third place.
In the parade, a lot more organizations entered in the float competition. The Wesley Foundation took first prize, Baptist Campus
Ministry took second prize and S i Nu fraternity came in third.
The pep rally Friday tught looked absolutely awesome. The signs this
year showed a lot of talent and a lot of hard work. Delta Chi fraternity
won first place in the fraternity division and Delta Zeta sorority won in
the sorority competition. Congratulations to all the homecoming
winners.

The Weaver High School Band won competition in the homecoming
parade.
They performedthe ~ e - g a m show
e for the Homecoming game.
The Southerner's alumni band played the National Anthem and some
. Southerner's standards. They've still got what it takes!

The Alpha Xi Delta sisters held an open party at Katz on Friday night
to get into the homecoming spirit.
Last Friday night, Sigma Nu katernity celebrated their tenth year on
campus with a "Decade of Honors" banquet held at Leone Cole
Auditorium. Many alumni attended the banquet including some charter
members. Highlights of the evening included a speaker from Nashville
and the honor of Charles C. Rowe's presence. He is a Sigma Nu Alumni
who also spoke. After the banquet, everyone adjourned to the Sigma Nu
house for a prehomecoming party.
Phi Mu sorority held an open party last night at the Pub. The Phi
Mu's were also surprised to hear that alumni, Michelle Hefferly, is
recently engaged to Mike Tinnery.
Tonight, the brothers of Alpha Tau Omega and the sisters of Phi Mu
are having a "Playboy" mixer. It is rumored that many "bunnies" will
be present and a few bunny rabbits. Don't be surprised if you see Hugh
Heffner look alikes at the house.
Phi Beta Lambda met Tuesday to discuss upcoming activities. The
guest speaker was a past JSU and state Phi Beta Lambda President.
SAM'S charter night finally rolled around last night. The club is now
official on campus. Congradulations, charter members.
If your clubor organization has a bit of news, they would like printed,
please contact me at the Chanticleer office or leave a message. Your
cooperation is greatly appreciated.

Records display warnings of lewd ly~ics
BY MARTHA RITCH
ENTERTAINMENT EDlTOR
Warning, there is a battle of the bands going on concerning lyrics to rock music. Same Washington women,
wives to important political figures, are trying to persuade the music industry to adopt a standard rating
system for records. Recording artists, radio station
program directors, the Recording Industry Association
of Ameria (RIAA), and the public have various,ideas on
the matter.
Tipper Gore, a 37 year old mother of four, wife of Sen.
A1 Gore (DTenn), and cofounder of PMRC told Rolling
Stone magazine, "We're not censors. We want a tool
bom the industry that is peddling this stuff to children, a
consumer tool with which parents can make an informed
decision on what to buy;
The "stuff" Gore refers to is the sexually explicit
lyrics heard in such songs as Prince's "Darling Nikki,"
Judas Priest's "Eat Me Alive," and Sheena Easton's
"Sugar Walls." Lyrics that suggest violence, drug and
alcohol use, and lyrics that glorify the occult have also
captured the attention and criticism of the PMRC. The
"tool" she wants is some form of identification of
albums containing explicit content.
The system pushed by the PMRC called for songs with
profane or sexually suggestive lyrics to receive an x
rating, those that push the use of drugs or alcohol to
receive a DA rating, those that advocate the occult an 0
rating, and those that display violence a V rating.
After lengthy discussions and proposals, the Record
Industry Association of America (RIAA) agreed Friday

to supply albums containing "lyric content relating to
explicit sex, explicit violence or explicit substance
abuse" with either a warning label or the lyrics printed
in full view somewhere on the album cover. The warning is stated "Explicit Lyricsparental ~dvisory."
The PMRC is pleased with the RIAA's decision since
the trade organization handles at least 85 percent of the
records sold in the United States. Gore says her group
will now f o w in on the new record companies that do
not belong to the RIAA.
Not everyone is pleased with the warning label idea.
Rank Zappa has made television and radio a p
pearmces, strongly stating his opposition to the rating
system and warning stickers. Zappa claims it is an
attack on the First Amendment and against "artists'
rights for free expression." On a Nightline debate with
Donny Osmond and journalist Kandi Stroud, Zappa
displayed anger toward the propositions of the PMRC.
"It's dangerous besides being 'pitiful:'
An an insult to the propositions of the PMRC, Zappa
devised his own warning sticker for his new albums
which reads. "In some sociallv retarded areas. relipiow
fanatics and ultraconservathe political orghizajions
violate your.First Amendment Rights by attempting
.
- to
censor rock-n-roll albums."
In order to satisfy both the PMRC and artists, an
option to warning labels is offered. Recording companies can either print warnings or they may print the
lyrics on the album or on a lyric sheet displayed under
the plastic wrapper. Cassette tapes will have either the
wcirning or a sticker saving "See LP for Lyrics. "

CLASS RINGS
May Be Purchased In The SGA
Office 4th Floor TMB.
With This Ad Receive

-

$10.00off
Your Purchase

Makes You A Winner.
We Give You More
Chances To Win Than

1

Endless Summer Tanning Salon
503 S . Pelham Rd. Jrille
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White

Rain

Shampoo 18 Oz.
Conditioner 18 Oz.
Hair spray 7% Oz.

Bath
Beads

Gillette
5 Oz. tiood News

vaseline
ACH Intensive Care

Big B Brand CANS
6 Pak Reg. Or Menthol

$188
3 PAK

Puffs
Facial Tissue

Bic li hters
Disposab e Butane

9

Tube Socks
Mens or BOYS

ON 2 GALLONS
AFTER REBATE

Prestone
Ant freeze

61-2 PELHAM ROAD...JACKSONVILLE 435-2095
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Cinderella Complex

Comfort, a &stilled spirit whose
heritage parallels that of Dixieland
jazz. The Nabonal Association of
Jazz Educators (NAJE) co-sponsors
the annual competition.

lite to the humor.
Mark Knoptler is the well

dentily mth the characters.

Any college musician can
assemble a jazz ensenble and
compete.
Based on audition

Ms. Dowhgs colns
'The Ciderella Comple

duties.

Mainieri, and Stmg.

covered w ~ t hfresh provolone cheese
and topped w ~ t ha varlety of mouthwaterlng extras
Pepperoni
Sausage
Mushroom
Green Ollves

On~on
Green Pepper
Burger

Black Ol~ves
Canad~anBacon
Jalapeno
Extra Cheese

OUTRAGEOUS

( ~ d i lc
i ~ L L I L P~II~)
For thmc who ~ d pt w d ~ L C ~ U \ C
~IILVIC LOD\IL~
lhdl thri ugh osmo\l\ 11 wlll ihrip
t h ~ mpa\\ rny ltdltdn course on Lampus
12 ~ n c h$4 65
16 ~ n c h$6 55

( T h r ~ eToppings)
makt 11a point
,tud\ lor i i i r r tist E v ~ nil t h ~ ydon t g ~ around
t
to 11
unttl 2 i \ i ~ h \d f t ~ tr h i t ~ b has
t been glten
16 ~ n c h$10 25
I 2 lnch $7 15

I,,

f

id ~ l ~ g i \tud~nt\
nr
\iho

BIZARRE
(Four Toppxngs)
For t h ~ ,5tudents
~
w h o ~nrnlled~n SEX
for rxittement only,lo d~siovert h ~ was
r ~ no lab
16 ~ n c h
$1 1 45
12 tnch $7 95

tn

MELLOW

DRINKS

(One Topp~ng)
For @ O ~ /who
L study 3 l~mesa uetk
E\p~ciallia h ~ an
n attractive subj~clIr rlttlng
aiross the table
16 ~ n c h
$7 75
I 2 bnch $5 45

coca-Cola Sprite Tab Mellow Yellow Diet Coke
16 02.

- soc

INSANE
(Two Toppings)
For thme d~d~cated
people u h o ilav up
all n~ght\tudimg far the,, hardest class So they can
\Icrp through 11with a clear cunsclence
I 2 ~ n c hS6 45
16 tnch $9 00

(Any SIX Topp~ngr)
For those people who ~n a p ~ n ~ h
Lan calmly announce to their silenLe prof~csor
the\ oiost refme ti, t a k ~the ~ x a mB~cauiet h ~ arL
\ In f a ~ t
from another planet and the test m~ghtrequlre thcm l a d~vulge
lnformatlun hrtter left undbscovered
I 6 lnch $12 75
I 2 Inch $875

7:00 p.m.-Midnight
Seven days a week

FREE DELIVERY
On campus & surrounding a ~ t s Seven days a week, 7 :00 p.m. -Midnight
All prices exclude sales tax
$10.00Serwice Charge on
Returned Checks

FREE DELIVERY
'

ccP/ZZA
HQTLINE"

L

BLOOM COUNTY
av, ~m~ , i w r ~ 6 5
~I~R".&HEMBEK

K5.rn M E 5 m k z 5
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*L?COW/C~ff E66Nbb." "V5A
MY"
HAW/ram WK
WHXE FBWTMG ANP + n w
Ha3 + m M wmm*ow7n15
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M US. 66hW
AS5OCIAnN XKT YOU
7H5 W K fZR
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Puzzle

by Berke Breathed
I
ACROSS
1 Rabbits
6 South Americn
mammal
I1 Come back
12 Lessens
14 Babylonian
deity
15 Three-base hits
17 Hebrew letter
18 Hail!
20 Period of rest
21 Posed for
portrait
22 Shut up
24 Female sheep
25 Part of church
26 Traps
28 Tell
30 Lad
31 River island
32 Assisted

35 Position of
affairs
38 Toward shelter
39 Snake
41 Dispatched
42 Youngster
43 Small particle
45 Spanish for
"river"
46 Latin
conjunction
47 Announcemenl
49 Initials of 26th
President
50 Fond wish
52 Regard
54 Apportioned
55 Remain erect
DOWN
1 Abode of
the Deity
2 Near

3 Wheel track
Transgresses
5 Shoots at from
cover
6 Higher

MrwOU5.'
CAN YOU

7 Son of Adam
8 Dance step
9 Kind of type:
ahhr.
10 Meal
11 Harvests
13 Mediterranean
vessel
16 Church bench
19 Empowered
21 Splash
23 Figure of
speech
25 Assumed name
27 Organ of sight
29 Dine
32 Detested
33 Raised the
spirit of
34 Spurted forth
35 Condiments
36 Joined
37 Atmospheric
disturbance
40 Capuchin
monkey
43 Blood
44 Bird's home
47 Nothing
48 Music: as
written
51 Therefore
53 Printer's
measure

:..<:.=.w
:

gi@:.:
p
. .45:

3&s

Not Happy Where You Are Living Now? Come See THE COURTYARD

THE COURTYARD
There is final1y.a'real' place t o live

Now leasing for January. Hurry while some condominiums are still available.
*pool
ahear L.': club

Call Bob Fryling at 435-2275 for more information

jacuzzi

.fullyfurni&ed

Office open Mon-Fri 9-6 Sat 10-4
Sundays by appoinment only

on site security

THE COURTYARD has planned social activities throughout t h Fall,
~

and if you move in now you'll pay no

rent until January.

Leasinn Office - 735 Park Ave.

Across from Coliseum - 435-2275
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Gamecocks hold on to edge out Pace6
Before three minutes had gone by
on the clock, JSU put some more
points on the board. Garey Waiters
is a punter for JSU, but on the side
he mingles with the elite in the JSU
backfield. He took a halfback pass
and made it look easy Saturday
night. His aerial display covered 80
yards and Derrick Thomas hauled it
in and made it 124 and that is one
connection that ought to be used
JSU tried a two-point conagain.
13.
The Gamecocks got a well version, but UT Martin battled away
deserved victory and the only White's pass.
Derrick Thomas has six recep
trouble was they should have really
won by more. The eerie feeling tions for 164 yards and two touchabout Saturday night was the way downs. D.T. broke a record on
the Pacers came kick exactly like Saturday night and established
Delta State. The Red Bandits rose to himself as JSU's all-time leader in
the occasion and gave Bill Burgess receiving yardage with 1,732 yards
to his credit.
victory number three.
With five seconds left till halftime,
First quarter was tilted toward
UT
Martin's Keith Kasnic kicked a
JSU. After an exchange JSU took
advantage of the poor passing of 44 yard field goal to send the two
Trey Sikes with Mike Spears picking teams to the locker rooms. JSU
it up and running it back to the UTM played a good first half and had two
10 yard line. Pat White threw an chances to have more points, but
eight-yard pass to Derrick Thomas fumbles kept the score at 123.
The Gamecocks cameback strong
for the first points of the night.
Ashley Kay missed the PAT and it in the third quarter and capitalized
was 6-0 with 6:36 left in the f i s t on a Pacer fumble. Larry Thorne
was the man with the plan on the
quarter

By HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
Gloomy is the word that best
describes Saturday's homecoming
at JSU. Eight thousand Gamecock
fans made their way through the
gloom to watch their team do battle
with UT Martin. The Gamecocks
held off a last minute surge from the
Pacers to get back in the win column
and beat Fred Pickard's Pacers 19-

fumble and he set up a offensive
drive that e v e n t d y led to six
points for the Gamecocks. Shawn
Massey did the honors on the drive,
carrying the ball the final six yards
on a three play, 36 yard drive. Mr.
Kay kicked the PAT and it was 193
JSU on top.
Trey Sikes started to hit some of
his offensive receiving targets and
move the Pacers. The Gamecock
defense put a halt to the drive and
made Kasnic came back in and boot
a 32yard field goal. The nine play,
80 yard drive gave the Pacers three
points and made it 194 still in favor
of the Gamecocks.
The fourth quarter is when the
gloom set in and that eerie feeling
developed. UTM held JSU and
forced Ashley Kay to try a field goal,
he missed it; which gave the ball to
the Pacers at their 27. Trey Sikes
carried his team down the field and
to a touchdown on a pass to James
Lane. The Pacers had covered 73
yards in seven plays in three
minutes and gotten back into the ball
game. JSU 19, UTM 13.
Jacksonville sputtered and had to
punt twice in the fourth quarter.
After the second punt, UTlM s&

a doomsday drive on their 20 yard x-nanuevers to end UTM's u~sett@
line. Trey Sikes was filling the air hopes with 15 seconds left.
The survival was all that was
with passes and moving ever so
close toward the endzone. Rusty meded for the victory and while the
Grimmett had enough of those rain had made the Gamecocks not
passes and deflected a Sikes pass on feel too good on the outside, they got
the Jacksonville 21 yard line and
Rod pmker did some tip drill
(See FOOTBALL, Page 21)

Pln,~ubyPI II o,trir

Gamecock back scrambles for yardage

Gulf South Scene

Choctaws fall to Braves

Photo by Hub~eCasey

Defense contained UTM

By HANK HUMPHREY
Chanticleer Staff Writer
The upset of the year of the GSC happened this past
weekend. Yep, the Choctaws fell to the Braves of West
goal
Georgia. UNA got by Troy with a last minute f i e l ~
and Jacksonville State survived a last quarter charge by
UT Martin. The playoff picture looks good for the
Choctaws if they can hold on and beat Valdosta and
Delta State. UNA needs to win the rest of their games
and hope that Fort Valley State (who is another conference leader) loses a game or two. Read on for details
of the GSC teams in action from this past week.
VALDOSTA STATE 19, BISHOP 2
The Blazers played a school from Texas named Bishop
College for homecoming. The mnconference game was
completed by four Keith Moore field goals and Donnie
Harrell, who rushed for 105 yards and one touchdown.
Markdown one more victory for VSU with their 19-2 win
over Bishop. VSU moives to 4-4 overall an stay 2-3 in the
GSC. They play Mississippi College in Clinto, Miss. this
Saturday.
WEST GEORGIA 30, MISSISSIPPI COLLEGE 28
After Livingston almost beat the Choctaws, one has to
wonder what happened. After the Braves beat the
Qloctaws, one has to wonder what happeden? Were they
looking to the GSC championship and the playoff berth
or is it within the team?
The Choctaws came into Carrollton last Saturday
night looking marvelous and left in a shambles. MC
trailed the entie game, tieing the conflict only once.
West Georgia scored first, driving 80 yards in four,
plays after Stevie Young broke away for a &yard gain.
Cater Pierce hit Nick Neal for a 36-yard touchdown pass
with 622 left in the first quarter.
The Choctaws came back and Jim McGhee hit Tony
Eddins from 19yards out for six points.
Dave Head booted a 39 yard field goal with 4:18 left in
the second quarter and the West Georgia defense then
shined. James Stephens intercepted a Choctaw pass and
gave the Braves the ball again. Cater Pierce ended the
drive with a one yard run and the Braves led 17-7 at
nalftime.
Halfway through the third quarter Dave Head put
West Georgia ahead 2&7. The Braves k i c k e d 4 and

Mike Fields returned it 97 yards for the Choctaws.
Pierce then executed a six play, 80 yard drive. The
highlight of the drive was a &yard dash by halfback
Stevie Young and he scampered to the Choctaw 16.
Pierce then kept again from nineyards out,to put,the
Braves on top 27-14 with 5 :33 left in the third quarter.
Being the nationally ranked team they are, the
Choctaws came back and put,the game back within six
points when John Moore scored on an end-around from
seven yards out,
Dave Head kicked another field goal, but the Choctaws
came back again an pulled within two, but could score no
more.
If you ,wanted offense, you got it on Saturday in
Carrollton. West Georgia had 482 total yards and
Mississippi College had 404 total yards.
West Georgia improved to 4-3 and 2-3, while
Mississippi College fell to 6-2 and 51 in the GSC. The
Choctaws were ranked No. 1 in the country by the
Football News and sixth in the NCAA poll going into last
Saturday's game.
UNA 9, TROY STATE 7
Troy State got a chance to play spoiler and watch that
chance go by on Saturday night. James Knowles was the
extra something UNA had to get by the Trojans.
TSU scored f i s t in the second quarter on a four-yard
drive by QB Mike Turk. That play capped a 13play, 68
yard drive for the TSU offense. Ted Clem made the PAT
and it was 74 with the Trojans in the catbird seat.
UNA tailback Clarence Johnson scored on a run from
the two to make it 7-6. James Knowles bowed to the
pressure and missed the PAT.
With 37 seconds left in the game, Knowles hit a 44 yard
field goal and quieted the Trojan faithful;
A note aboubthe game on Troy's side was that Ted
Clem missed three field goal efforts in the contest which
could hate meant Trojan victory.
UNA moves to 4-1 in the GSC anc 7-1 overall and faces
Livingston at home thisSaturday night. TSU moves to 42 in the GSC and 4-4 overall for the year. The Tojans take
on the Pacers of UT Martin in Tennessee this Saturday
and they face JSU in two weeks in Troy.
UNA will probably move up in the Mvision poll this
week after placing eleventh last week.
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Volleyball squad ranked second in GSC
The Lady Gamecocks volleyball
team seemed flat following their
good showing at the West Georgia
Invitational. Althoygh they are 4 1
since the tourney, Coach Janice
Creel feels her girls were struggling.
They met Huntingdon College out
of Montgomery on Oct. and came
away with the win. Then they
traveled to Mississippi to play a very
strong Mississippi University for
Women team.
MUW had beaten JSU twice
previously this season and set out to
make it three in a row, which they
did. MUW handled the Lady
Gamecocks in three straight games
15-0, 15-3, 15-5. Coach Creel wasn't

they met and beat both University of
Tennessee at Martin and Mississippi
College.
Coach Creel said, "The girls
played a lot better ...their style is
improving."
She felt they picked upmomentum
after the UT-Martin match. The
women defeated the Pacers 13-15,158, 15-3.
Donna Oden, the women's catalyst
in many matches, was really
playing well. She seemed to be
recovering from a knee injury when,
during the UT-Martin match, when
she went down. Creel says, "She
may be out for the season."
In that case, she would be the

nearly as upset about the loss as she
was about the way the girls played.
It was a nonconference match so
the lass didn't really hurt them, but
the team's style of play seemed to be
flat and the conference tourney is
around the corner.
The women's team then played
West Georgia in an important GSC
match which the Gamecocks won,
but they were still not playing up to
Par.
The disappointing matches
against Huntingdon, MUW, and
West Ga. didn't stop the team's
desire to take the GSC title.
Just this past weekend they went
to UNA for an invitational where

second player to bow out for the
whole season. A coude of weeks ago
Lisa Highley reinjured her back and
will not see action until the 1986
season.
The Gamecocks went on to beat
Mississippi College without Oden.
They reeled off 15-0,158scores. The
girls and Creel seemed to be very
pleased with the level of play.
Overall, the team was much sharper
that they had been playing.
Meg Meeks was particularly
noticeable at the weekend tourney in
Florence, Ala.
The girls are still in the race for
the Gulf South Conference title with
an 8-1 GSC record. Their only loss

came in the first game of the year to
North Alabama.
Overall the women are 14-7 with
only two weeks left of play before the
conference tourney.
UNA is currently ranked No. 1 in
the GSC with an undefeated conference record, while the
Gamecocks follow in a close second
place.
Creel says that they still have a
good shot at the title, but UNA will
be a tough match. Likewise, Troy
State is an obstacle they must deal
with before the tournament.
With the injuries, the road looks
tough but not impossible. They feel
they can win it all.

Thomas becomes all-time
leading receiver in J SU history
By KElTH NIX
Sports Editor
~ d c Thomas,
k
Saturday night
caught two touchdown passes that
accounted for 12 out of JSU'S 19
points. On the second one, which
was an 80 yard strike, he broke the
school's all-time pass receiving
record
Last season, he ~ u g h 28
r Passes
for 635 yards averaging better than
22 yards per catch. He had four,lW
yard plusgames. So everyone knew

that in '85 he would be a threat to
take the record.
He said last week that orginally he
wasn't aware of the record bubafter
looking through a fall program at
career .&its he knew that he was
close. D.T., as he ismore popularly
known, still didn't worry about it
because he felt that it would take
care of itself if they kept playing
well.
Well, that's what happened. The
Gamecocks played well, defeating

Tennis team
completes season

4 SWlhlAlLT(; 1 ' 0 0 L

4 TRLTCKl'AMhK(;
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CABLE COLOR '1'1

SATELLITE 'I'V
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D.T.'s 164-yard game was not only
the record-breaker but also his
personal best this season. He is
considerea to be a pofessional
prospect.

Meg Meeks sets the ball

D

d

,

The Women's tennis team just finished their fall schedule with a
promising 6-2 finish. Coach Steve Bailey is optimistic about his team's
chances to repeat last year's GSC championshipseason.
The fall season is more or less a practice schedule which helps him get a
feel for this team aqd each person's individual talent. That's very important this year because he lost half of his team from last year.
The girls won two codi-hy clubexhibitions in the first week this fall and
then went on to defeat Berry, Samford, Delta State and Mississippi
University for Women.
Their only losses came to Columbus,Jr. College and Murray State out of
Kentucky.
Coach Bailey stressed that his team was working hard and had good
attitudes. To him,that's the first step in the development of a conference
championship squad.
The returners from last year are Phyllis Priest, Susan Meals, Jamie
Masters and Slerri Circle. New members in JSU's top seven include Sue.
Katula, Suzanne McCarty and Andrea McKenzie.
With all these newcomers, Bailey felt "pretty good" about, the fall
season's outeone.
The spring season begins in the end of February, and Bailey continues
saying that hard work will determine how well they fare in regular play.
While they placed only eight fall matches, they will play 28 in the Spring.
Bailey added that he has several recruits that he is talldng to and may
add a few players in January. He feels that at least one girl, a player at
Florida State, will join his program then.
JSU will host the Gulf South Conference women's tennis championships
where he plans to capture JSU's second straight conference title.

rI LAMONT MOTEL

UT-Martin in a big homecoming
game and D.T. broke the record. He
now has 1,734 career passing yards
%th only two more games the 2000
-k
is not out.of reach, but.wonyt
be easy to make.
~f Thomas has two more 164 yard
games as he did Saturday, he'll do it.

THURSDAY NITE
BLOWOUT

1

50CPONIES
1.00 1602 DRAFT
1.25 IMPORTS
90CANY LONGNECK
1.00 MOOSEHEAD

9

WE HAVE THE SHIRT
/ 1 EVERYBODY WANTS
SOUTH PACIFIC
7 COLORS!

k
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( Nix on Sports
1Gamecocks start
Inew streak

I

I

EDUCATED

Big homecoming win
-

The Gamecock football team started a new homecoming streak
Saturday. Only 38 more and they'll break the record; don't hold your
breath. Right now, I'm hoping for two in a row.

Alabama -LSU
Auburn-E.Carolina
Georgia-Florida
Tenn.-MemphisSt.
Ga. Tech-UTC
M'land-Miami
Kentucky-Vandy
Clemson-N.Carolina
Iowa-Illinois
Duke-Wake Forest
Baylor-Arkansas
Air Force-Army
FSU-S. Carolina
Ole Miss-Notre Dame
West Ga.-Delta St.
Valdosta St.-Miss.
Troy St.-UTM
Livingston-UNA

The team deserves a hand for breaking their three game losing streak
in the rain against the UT-Martin Pacers. I watched the first half
Burgess' boys seemed to be in complete control. They held on to the
victory while we held our programs over our,heads and left at the half.
The win topped off a big, wet homecoming weekend. The Lee
Greenwood concert surpassed my expectations as did the parade. Not
that the parade was any great event, it just went pretty well (as parades
go). I only watched the parade because of an interest in one of the floats
for thwe of you who were wondering.
Homecoming, though, is about Alumni and winning. Coach Burgess
was right when he said they needed the win in the worst sort of way.
Nobody needs to lose on homecoming day. Alumni travel from places
all over the world like Birmingham, Huntsville and yes, even Altlanta,
Fort Worth and Richmond, Va., to see their Alma Mater win one.
Winning homecoming is indeed winning under pressure.
The game was only close at the very end, but JSU pulled it outand
upped their GSC record to 3-3. You know, .500 ain't so bad.

LSU
Au b
Fla.
Ga. Tech
Tenn
K'tucky
Clemson
Iowa
Wake
Baylor
A. Force
FSU
N.D.
Delta
Miss. Col.
Troy
UNA

Ala
Aub
Ga.
Tenn
Ga. Tech
Miami
Vandy
Clemson
Iowa
Duke
Baylor
Army
Fla. St.
Notre Dame
West Ga.
Valdosta
UTM
lTNA

Ala.
Aub
Fla.
'Tenn.
Ga. Tech.
Miami
Vandy
Clemson
Iowa
Duke
Baylor
Army
FSU.
Notre Dame
Delta St.
Miss.
Triy St.
UNA.

LSU
Aub
Fla.
Tenn
Ga. Tech
Miami
Vandy
Clemson
Iowa
Wake Foresi
Ark.
Air Force
Fla. St.
Notre Dame
Delta St.
Miss. Cel.
Troy St.
UNA

AT0 ousted wildcard Pi Kapp team

II

Personally, I want to thank the team. On a day when many of my
picks like Auburn, Iowa and Mississippi College got beat, JSU came
through to put me above .500 after one week. Give me another chance,
I'll do better this week.
J
Speaking of Misghsippi College, I just couldn't believe that they lost tc
West Georgia. Remember, we beat West Georgia 3514. Remember, we
lost to Mississippi College W 3 . Does that make sense? I didn't think so.
I know it looks like JSU is outaf the picture and they are. However, if
JSU had gotten one or two late breaks in the Delta State and UNA
games, they could easily be 51 in the GSC (tied for first).

I

Saturday's homecoming game saw Randy Owen receive Alumnus of
the Year, April Hammon receive Homecoming Queen and Derrick
Thomas receive an 80-yard touchdown pass tg become JSU's all-time
leading pass receiver with 1,734yards. This was also his best game ever
as he gained 164 passing yards en route to two touchdowns and a big win.

Alpha Tau Omega earened the right to play Delta Chi
Pi Kapp struck back. They intercepted a pass on the
by beating Pi Kapp in the first round of p l a y 4 action AT0 15-yard line and, with 36 second6 left in the half,
Monday night. The Tauoexecuted as well as they could scored on a fourth and goal play. They tried and made
for the two point conversion thustrailing 814 at the half.
have expected and walked away with a 338victory.
Pi Kapp coach, DeWayne McManw, knew that they
The second half saw ATO shut down the Pi Kapp ofwould have to stop the "big play" to win. That didn't fense. The defense also added two touchdowns of it's
happen as the Taus came up with one big play a e r own as Ammirati and Fletcher each intercepted passes
another.
and took the ball in for touchdowns.
On the first posession, Jim Reynolds hit Chris
Obfensively, Reynold connected again in the second
"JIollywood" Barnett for 50 yards to get close to the end half as he hit Pat Fisher over the middle cad Fieher ran
zone. Reynolds capped the opening drive with a touch- by the secondary to get sir more.
down pass the Pat Ammirati.
Barnett then stopped a Pi Kapp drive with an inKen Parker, John Btrchfield, Pat Ammirati and Chris
terception on the ATO 20-yard line. Three posessions Barnett all stood outdefensively while quarterback Jim
later, Barnett was hit again by Jim Reynolds on a 9& Reynolds executed well and he lead successfuldfensive
yard pass play which upped the ATO lead to 144.
surges all night long..

0
GSC coaches met and
ranked mnfmce teams
two weeks am.Here's

I

PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES

TheGamecocks now face a two-week break which is probably needed
to heal some injuries and prepare for two big conference match-ups to
wrap up the season. Livingston and Troy State both have great teams,
butare beatable. I think we'll beat 'urn.

than typewriter communication

Predictions
(Continued From page' 19)

a good feeling on the inside. They
got to experience victory after
coming so close to it before.
JSU's record improves to 3 4 1 and
3-3 in the GCS. UT Martin continues
to stay on the bottom on the GSC
with a 0-5 record and are 1-7overall.
JSU has a week off to get ready for
Troy State on Nov. 16. Kickoff time
will be at 7:00 p.m. in Troy,
Alabama. Make plans to attend the
"battle of the buldge" between these
two schools. Similar to Auburn

-

Alabama, but on a Division I1 level.
the rivalry dates back to 1924 and
JSU leads the series with a 29-182
record. It 'matters not what the
record of either school is in this one,
and JSU proved that last year by
giving the defending national
champions the best game of their
1984 season. Don't forget that not
only do the teams do battle, but so do
the bands during halftime and after
the game. Grab your "Whup Troy"
banner and be at the 50th meeting of
these two schook.

* 69.9% MORE READABLE
* 65.6% MORE PERSUASIVE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Delta State
Jacksonville State
West Georgia
Valdosta State
North Alabama
UT-Martin
Livingston
Troy State
9. Mississippi College
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ULTRA Data Services "
Post Office Box 546
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SGA

Boxing Tournament
Registration Starts NO W
LEONE COLE AUD.

'

December 2nd &. 3rd are Fight Nights
Round Length
Weight Classes

* 1 6 O z . Gloves

* 5'2.00 Entr?, Fee

125
135
' 145
" 155
* 165
* 175
' 185

135
145
155
165
175
185
195

-

2 up
lo

*

*

*Sign- C p s S. G.A. Office

Be There!!!!

-210
195

-3 - 3 Min. Rounds For Those
Boxing Once Each ,\ight.
-3 - 2 Min. Rounds For Those
Boxing Twice T h e First L!ight.

* Weigh in's December 2
-

Place and Time T.B.A.

For More ~nformation
See The S.G.A. Secretary

SGA S P O N S O R S THE
S E C O N D ANNUAL
"FUNNIEST P E R S O N O N CAMPUS"
Contest to b e held at BROTHER'S BAR
Nov. 1 4 , 1 9 8 5 At 9:00
You may register at t h e SGA office
until Wed. Nov. 13at 4:30.
Prizes will b e awarded as follows:
1st Place: Winner will receive $50and b e
t h e Emcee for

appearing Nov. 19 at T.M.B. Auditorium.
2nd Place Prize $30
3rd Place Prize $20
After t h e contest Sailor will perform.

,.

AT0 takes fraternity championship
Tuesday night.
AT0 struds 5rst in the third period
a s querterback Jim Reynolds
connected an a screen play pass that

AT0 ousted Delta Chi to take the
I.M. fraternity football championship. Both teams scored two
touchdowns but. ATO made both
conversions while the Chi's didn't
convert either time; the final was 1412.
Early interceptions by Chris
Barnett of AT0 and Ron Ryan of
Delta Chi stoped potential drives.
The first quarter was all defense;
the first score came with 8:30 left in
the half as Ron Ryan picked one off
on his own two yard-line and ran 98
yards for the Chi T.D. The extra
point was denied. Delta Chi lead 6-0.
A few possesions later AT0 laid
down a Jim Reynolds punt on the Chi
two yard-line. Then Barnett picked
off another one and ran it in for the
score. ATO added the extra point
and they took the lead 7-6.
The score remained the same as
both teams went in for the half.
ATO's Fletcher was talking with his

ended with Barnett scoring another
6 for the Tau's. The extra point was
good and the score read 14-6.

Play-off Picture.

Delta Chi then put ,together a drive
hitting Scott Hendricks and Bill
G r i f h on key pass plays. They

capped off the drive with a T.D. pass
to Tim Wyric on a crudal4th and 16
play. The try for two points was
denied as ATO held on 14-12.

2. -'ha

L

AT0

3. Pi Kappa Phi
1 . Delta Chi

h

2. BCM

r

clip. They drove down to the one
yard-line but,the Chi's rose up and

AT0

denled the score four,strai&t h e s .

Prlcll Snow Stadium

1 . Mask Marauders

team at the break and said,They
may have the talent but-lm telling
you we got heart.
That may be true butthe Tau's
weren't exactly short on talent

AT0 seemed to seal the game on a
long run butdt was called back on a

Tau Omega

I

b

Mta Chi got the ball with 2: 10 left
but. were uqable to capitalize and
AT0 held out -to win it in a close one
14-12.
AT0 coach and key defensive
player, Ron Parker, said,It was a
big play game like I thought it would
be." He later added,We kept cool
and played a clean game ... the best
team won.

BCM captures independent title in final minutes
By Keith Nix

Sports Editor
Randy Gravitt
Tuesday night,
of the BCM scored on a 40-yard run
with 1:02 left in the game to take the
I.M. independent championship. The
final score ended up 27-24.
In a defensive first half, BCM
missed one 40-yard field goal attempt while Phillip Wilder of the
Mask Maraud booted a 42yard field
goal and took a 3-0 lead which stood
at half.
After stopping 3CM on the two

yard-line behlnd defensive play ot
Michael Garrigan, the Maraud
drove 98 yards for the T.D. BCM
took over on their own 20 and
likewise drove the distance. BCM
added a two point conversion on a
pass by quarterback Randy Gravitt
to Me1 Edwards.
BCM held on defense and got back
p o s d i o n on their own 39, On a
halfback ass from Byron to David
Glass, they added?. sir b' more
to go up 14-10. They went for two and
came up short.

The Maraud didn't seem to be
phased and easily ran it right back
down the field. Ronald Morgan went
in for the T.D. that put the Maraud
back on top. The score read 17-14.
Both offenses came alive as they
continued to put the ball In the end
zone. BCM wasted no time as they
put up 6 more on a pass over the
middle to Chris Staten. Gravitt
kicked the extra point; the score
read 21-17.
Quarterback Raynard Ferrier
lead another Maraud drive that

How they reached the playoffs
DELTA CHI
Delta Chi entered the playaffs
simply by going 8-1 and taking the
'Red' division title straight up.
Since the Chi's clinched the berth
so early, they have more or less had
to wait o d the remainder of the
season to see who they'd meet.
Tom Costigan and Ron Ryan have
cont'iued all season to put.points on
the board while Steve Dawson and
Marvin Knight head up the defensive that has shutdown most of their
opponents.
Delta Chi, Alpha Tau Omega, and
Pi Kappa Phi each earned postseason opportunitiesthis year in the
intramural football league. Delta
Chi and ATO won the Red and White
division respectively and Pi Kapp
defeated Kappa Alpha to attain wildw d status.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
AT0 had a good showing all-

around a s they beat Kappa Sig 30-0 because of a strong defensive effort
in a regular season game that said Pi Kapp coach DeWayne Mcdecided the winner of the 'White' Manus;
division, thus clinching the playaff
He commented that "there was
berth.
nothing mu& offensively ...the
The defense continued to play a defense shut down KA in the second
big role as three interceptions half."
stopped Kappa Sig's chances of
The game was tied at 84 at the
mounting a 'drive. Blake Wright, half, after that it was all Pi Kapp.
Billy Richards,and h ~ a r k e each
r
several big plays by the defense
made an interception in the ATO stopped the Rebels of KA. One inwin. Parker's interception resulted terception was run back for a touchin a touchdown a s he ran it all the down and Pi Kapp added one second
way back.
half offensive score to seal the game
Offensively, ATO scored touch- and thus the wild-card position.
downs with three different offensive
Coach McManus called his season
Chris Barnett, Blake a "Cinderella" one because of the
players.
Wright and Donald Pardon all way that they came on in the end.
chipped in. Ken Hathcock added a KA had many chances to wrap up
field god in the Tau's effort.
the wildcard berth but,things didn't
fall their way, When Pi Kapp
PI KAPPA PHI
realized they had the opportunity to
Pi Kapp defeated KA to gain their earn a post-season spot they seized it
wildcard berth and a chance to play by defeating the strong 'Rebel'
ATO. The win of 20-8 came mainly team.

looked like it might stall on 3rd and
20 on BCMys 20 yard-line. But
Ferrier hit Charlie Parker in the end
zone. Once again the tide turned and
the score read 24-21.
With only 1:49 left on the clock,
Gravitt hoped to lead one more
attack. He hit center Bryan Bonds,
who seemed to show up on every big
play, to put the ball at the 50. A few
plays later, Gravitt rolled out on a
pass play only to find no one open;
he ran out of the pocket and before
anyone knew it he was end the end

,.

zone.
The Maraud lead one last attack
but time ran out and BCM came
away with a 27-24 upset over the
Maraud.
Gravitt, worn out from playing,
d d , TheLord didit; it was nothing
I did. I want to give God all the
credit.
Likewise Bryan Bonds commented, The Lord was out there with
us: we couldn't have done it without
him and we also played a heck of a
game.

It does make a difference!

Call for appointment

Some of the best teas grow at high altitudes, sometimes
at over 6,000 feet.
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Open Dally
10 am-6 pm
This Thursday 10-8pm
Fnday 'ti1 8 pm

